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IMP imperative 
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1 Introduction 1 

1.1 General background 

Betoi was once spoken by a people of the same name who lived in an area of the extensive llanos of 
the Orinoco, bounded on the south by the Sarare River and on the north by the Uribante (Rivero 
1883:344-45). The area was called Airico de Macaguane in old sources and is today included in the 
western extremity of the Apure State of Venezuela not far from the border of that country with 
Colombia? Betoi is a dialect of an extinct language spoken at contact in the Airico de Macaguane 
and along the nearby Arauca River by numerous other tribes and groups (see § 1.3). The designation 
proposed here for this language, reflecting the two major dialect communities, is Betoi-Jirara. 

As with other languages of South America that died out after European settlement of the 
continent, the death of the Betoi language resulted from historical events and other extralinguistic 
factors. In 1703, some decades after the arrival of the first missionaries in the llanos of the Orinoco, 
the Betoi were removed from their original land to the "reduction" (settlement) of Tame, close to 
the river of the same name in northeastern Columbia by the Jesuit Father Juan Ovino in order to 
facilitate conversion (Rivero 1883:342-43). In Tame, which was already inhabited by Christianized 
Jirara, about half of the Betoi died from disease. Most of the survivors-who generally attributed 
the cause of the numerous deaths to misdeeds by the Jirara-fled from the "reduction"; however, 
about 40 of them were taken by the Jirara cacique Antonio Calaima to a site near the River Cravo 
Norte called Casiabo (Rivero 1883:343). In 1715, these Betoi were moved from Casiabo by Joseph 
(Jose) Gumilla, another member of the Society of Jesus, to the newly founded Mission of San 
Ignacio de Betoyes near the River Tame. Later, Gumilla also relocated the rest of the Betoi people 
(or most of them) to the mission, together with other small tribes speaking different dialects of 
Betoi-Jirara: the Lolaca, Anabali, Atabaca, Situfa, and Quilifay (Rivero 1883:345, 350, 358, 375-
80).3 Under the conditions of cultural destruction and acculturation in which the speakers of Betoi 
and co-dialects found themselves in the mission, few speakers survived beyond one or two 
generations. 4 

1 Sections §1.1, §1.2, §2.5, §2.6, §3.7 (and subsections), §4.3 (and subsections), part of sections §1.3 
and §2.1, and appenclix A of this publication reproduce, with some minor, inevitable changes, my recent 
article on the verb morphology of Betoi (Zamponi 2002). 

I am grateful to Alexandra Y. Aikhenvald, Luciano Giannelli, and Anthony Mattina for comments on 
previous drafts of this work and, for the revision of my English, to Blair A. Rudes and Tania E. Strahan. 

2 The linguistic variety that is the object of this study is also known in the literature by the names Betoye 
and Betoya. 

3 More than 800 people in total were resettled at the Mission of San Ignacio de Betoyes. The frequent 
epidemics that struck this place very quickly diminished the number of inhabitants (Rivero 1883:380). By 
1789, the Mission had a population of only 339 people: 73 Lolaca, 62 "Uribante" (Betoi?), 39 Anabali, 71 
Atabaca, 34 Situ fa, and 60 Quilifay (Medina n.d. :282r). 

4 Around 1760, according to the Italian Jesuit Filippo Salvatore (Salvadore) Gilij, the use of Spanish 
was particularly widespread among the Betoi at the Mission of San Ignacio de Betoyes: "[n]eUa popolazione 
di S. Ignazio, Ia pill recente di tutte, oltre a' Betoj, sonovi alquanti Guaneri, e Situj [Situfa]. E questo 



2 Chapter one 

In terms of genetic affiliation, Betoi-Jirara is best considered an isolate. Although some 

suggestions have been made relating Betoi to such South American language families as Tucanoan 

(Brinton I ~91; hence the quite successful application of the name "8etoya" to these Ianguages5), 

Chaco (8nnton 1891 :274-75), Chibchan (8euchat and Rivet 1911 : 185-89), and Paezan (Greenberg 

1987:1 06), none of them are strongly supported by the data. 

I~fluences from neighbouring languages that can be found in the 8etoi material at our disposal 

constst of a modest number of loanwords from Cariban, Saliba-Piaroan, and possibly Guahiboan 
(see the word list in §6). 

1.2 Sources of information 

The 8etoi linguistic material that forms the basis of the present monograph dates from the second 

half of the eighteenth century. The data comes from works of the Spanish Jesuits Lorenzo Hervas y 

Panduro (1735- 1809) and Joseph Gumilla (1688- 1750), and from a small set of prayers in South 

American languages, collected by the Italian Cardinal Giuseppe Gaspare Mezzofanti (1774-1849). 

The five major sources, which I will refer to as B I, B2, 83, 84, and B5, are: 

• 8 I: Hervas y Panduro (n.d. [ 1783]) is a 17-page manuscript sketch of 8etoi grammar in 24 short 

sec~ons, based on notes furnished in 1783 to the author by the elderly Manuel (Giuseppe) 

Padilla (1715-1 785), another member of the Society of Jesus, who was a missionary among the 

Betoi for 23 years until 1767 (the year the Jesuits were expelled from all the lands of the Crown 

of Spain).
6 

Written in Italian, it offers in particular a concise description of inflectional 

morphology in terms of Latin grammar (sees. 3-24), a framework that tends to exclude the 

"exotic" grammatical properties of 8etoi and sometimes causes a certain degree of confusion.7 

There is no indication of sentence structures and no examples of sentences consisting of more of 
two words in this source. 

mes~lament.o ~i nazioni •. necessaria per Ia !oro piccolezza, era di ostacolo ad introdurvi Ia suddetta lingua 

(Ia hngua de gJa convertlh]. Cosl pure Macaguane [San Javter de Macaguane] contenente come abbiamo 

detto di Eli, di Airici, e di Arauchi . ... Contuttocio non solo nelle popolazioni di una sola li~gua , quali sono 

quelle dt Tame, . del Porto di Casanare (San Salvador de Casanare], ed altre, rna qui vi ancora era si tanto 

a':~?zato [siC] tl parl:rre Spagnuolo fra gl'lndiani, che in gente ancor rozza appena potea bramarsi di pill" 

C9thJ 178~:489). (Italtan an? . ~parush quo.tes will not be translated, in the interest of space.) The Guanero 

( Guanen ) mentiOned by GthJ were a Can ban-speaking group of the Airico de Macaguan. 

Descendants of the 8~toi (and, very likely, of linguistically related groups who, along with the 8etoi, 

were resettled at San lgnacto de Betoyes) can now be found in four villages along the river Cravo Norte, in 

the Colombtan department of Arauca (Montejo 1982: 16- 17). The name these people use to refer to 

themselves ts 8etoyes. In 1978, they were estimated to number 154 (Montejo 1982:32). Around 1990, 

a.ccordmg a rather recent source (Bahuchet 1994), they numbered about 380. These people, who know very 

httle of the1r own history, can recall nothing of the language of their forebears. The oldest among them report 

that once the Betoyes were great in number and that many died. They also say that the Betoyes spoke 

Span~sh to the colorusts who came to their land (Montejo 1982:6). 

See, for example, Brinton (1892) and Koch-Griinberg (1913- 1916). 
6 

A Spanish translation of this work appears in del Rey Fajardo (1971). Data from the same source were 

used by Buschmann (n.d.), Humboldt (n.d.) (see Diimmler 1994), Adelung and Vater (1812:640-47) Muller 

(1882:361-64) and, through Miiller (1882), by Beuchat and Rivet (1911 - 1912: 180-84). ' 

. We know that there was another manuscript grammar of Betoi, written by Joseph Gumilla, but all trace 

of tt has bCC:n lost: "[i]l P. Gumilla nel consegnarmi Ia missione de' Betoi mi diede una breve grammatica 

della loro lmgua, rna 10 nel trattarli Ia trovai si (sic] mancante Ia detta grammatica che mi risolsi di 

abbanl)donare le regale grammaticali, e d'imparare Ia lingue (sic] discorrendo continuame~te co ' Betoi" (81 , 
sec. . 

7 

"infi . F?,r example, certain labels for verbal inflectional categories such as "conjunctive", "gerund", and 
trule are mappropnate and misleading, as I note in §3.7.1 .3.3. 
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• 82: Hervas y Panduro (1787b: 109) contains the Lord's Prayer with a literal Italian translation. 

• 83: Mezzofanti (n.d.) presents a rather different version of the Lord's Prayer without translation. 

• 84: Gumilla ([ 1745]1945) includes a few nouns and 21 fragments of conversations (more or less 

adequately translated), in most cases short sentences, heard or spoken by Gumilla himself during 

his long stay among the 8etoi as a missionary.8 

• 85: Hervas y Panduro (1787a) contains a 54-word list comprised almost exclusively of nouns. 

There are also two other minor sources attesting Betoi. 

• 86: Hervas y Panduro (1786: I 06) records the numerals from 'one' to 'three', which are also in 

81 (sec. 24), plus 'four' and 'five'. 

• 87: Rivero (1883:383) has an invocation composed of two words that are also attested in Hervas 

y Panduro (1787b). 

Note that Padilla furnished Hervas y Panduro not only with the 8etoi material in 8 I , but also that 

contained in his other three works mentioned above (82, B5, and 86). 

1.3 Co-dialects 

It is impossible to even guess how many co-dialects of 8etoi have disappeared with~ut leav~ng a 

trace. An incomplete list of them, offered by Gumilla (84, p. 298), names eleven vanettes: Jtrara, 

Situfa, Ayrico, Ele, Luculia, Jabue, Arauca, Quilifay, Anabali, Lolaca, and Atabaca.9 Most of th~se 
are completely unknown linguistically. Jirara and Situfa are the only ones documented wtth 

certainty. For Jirara, the entire corpus consists of three short sentences (two of them composed of a 

single verb) and four nouns contained in 84 (pp. 371, 378, and 409), another noun recorded by 

Rivero (B7, p. 135) as well as by Gumilla (p. 293; memelu 'devil'), and still another noun furnished 

by Gilij (1782: 147) (cavai 'tobacco', a probable Cariban loan10)-a total of thirteen words. Situ fa is 

still more poorly attested: the data consist of only two sentences from 84 (p. 299) made up of seven 

words in all. Another two sentences of nine words altogether, recorded in B4 (p. 458), are relics of 

yet another co-dialect of8etoi: Lolaca or perhaps Atabaca. 

Of the three attested co-dialects of 8etoi, Situfa seems to be linguistically the remotest from 

Betoi (see § 1.3.2). Among the varieties of 8etoi-Jirara, we learn from a letter dated July 17th, 1783, 

from Padilla to Hervas y Panduro, partially published in Hervas y Panduro ( 1784), that Situ fa was 

particularly similar to the unattested Ayrico, 11 a dialect probably only marginally intelligible with 

8 Most of this 8etoi material can be found in Silgo Gauche (1995: 107- 8). 
9 

" •. • de Ia lengua betoya y jirara, que aunque esta gasta pocas erres, y aquella demasiadas, ambas 

quiren ser matrices, se derivan las lenguas situ fa, ayrica, ele, luculia, jabue, arauca, quilifay, anabali , lolaca Y 

atabaca, etc.". As Gilij indicates, Ayrico and Ele really are neither glottonyms nor ethnonyms, but simply the 

names of the places in which the groups known (in Spanish sources) as Ayricos and Eles (Airici and Eli in 

Gilij 1784) were located: "[c]osl pure Macaguane [sic], costante come abbiamo detto di Eli, di Airici, e di 

Arauchi, i quali due primi nomi sono nomi de' siti, onde furono tratti da' missionarj, non di nazioni, inomi 

delle quali non so quali propriamente sieno" (Gilij 1784:489). Analogously, although not expressly tndtcated 

by Gilij, also Arauca is a toponym, being the name of a river alongside which some Jirara took shelter at the 

end of the seventeenth century (see§ 1.3.1). 
1° Cf. Mapoyo, Tarnanaco, and Cumanagoto kawai, Panare kowae, and Paravilhana kauwai. . 
11 "Nel Casanare c'e (sic] Ia nazione Betoi, che parla Ia detta lingua Betoi, ed ad essa sono affiru Ia 

Jarura (Jirara), e /'E/e, le quali comparate colla Betoi hanno Ia differenza, ce si osserva fra I '!tali ana, Ia 

Spagnuola, e Ia Francese, che sono dialetti di una stessa lingua matrice. Io non posso dirle, quale di queste tre 

lingue sia Ia matrice. Mi pare ancora, che sieno assai affini alia linga Betoi i linguaggi Airica, e Situja 

[Situ fa], che tra se sono somigliantissimi" (Hervas y Panduro 1784:51- 52). 
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Jirara, as stated in Gumilla (1739).
12 

Jirara, on the other hand, is virtually identical to Betoi in the 

at_testattons we have. Its strong similarity with Betoi is well documented by Gumilla, Gilij, and 

Rtvero, as we Will seem the following subsection. Jirara was particularly similar also to Lolaca and 

the speech forms of the Quilifay and Mafilito (groups unmentioned by Gumilla) that Rivero 

identifies with Betoi. 13 

Based on this information, an extremely tentative and incomplete Stammbaum as shown in fig. 1 
can be traced. 

Proto-8etoi-Jirara 

I 

~ 
Situfa Ayrico Betoi Jirara Quilifay Mafilito Lolaca 

Figure I. Tentative classification of some Betoi-Jirara dialects 

1.3.1 Jlrara 

The Jirar~, originally lo~ated in the Airico de Macaguane as were the Betoi, were removed in 1659 

by the Mtsswnary Dommgo de Molina to the "reduction" of Tame in the neighbourhood of the river 

of the same name in the present day department of Arauca of northeastern Colombia (87 p 76) 14 

At the _end of the seventeenth century, after some of them had destroyed the nearby Spani~h ~illa~e 
of Espmosa de las P~mas and massacred its people, many Jirara abandoned the mission for fear of 

~epnsal by the Spamards and found refuge in the secluded forests of the area. There, as a result of 

mtra-group confl1cts, they split into several distinct, small communities, some of which 

su_bsequently relocated along the Rivers Ele, Cuiloto, and Arauca (87, pp.76 and 122-23). Through 

GthJ, we learn that _a_round 1760 there was a community of about I ,800 Jirara at Tame that was 

nearly, 1f not fully b•lmgual in Spanish. 15 

12 
Gumilla, in the following passage. from his biography of Father Rivero, considers Ayrico as being a 

language separate from J1rara, and requmng particular training to be learnt: " ... se aplic6 a estudiar (cosa 

rara) a un ITUsmo hempo dos lenguages diferentes; porque Ia mayor parte de aquella Mission [viz. Cravo] 

habla Ia lengua Aynca_ gutural, y "?rsus muchas consonantes dificil de pronunciar ... lo restante de aquel 

gentlo habla lengua Jtrara;. per,o d1V1d1da en dos Dialeetos, que Ia buelven bien desemejante a sf misrna: 

tanto que en boca de Ia Cap1tama de Araucas casi pareee otra de Ia que habla Ia Capitanla de los Eles; pero 

ella~ una, Y denvada de Ia lengua Betoyana . .. " (Gumilla [1739] 1 970:37). 

R1vero reports th~t Gumilla, when he first met the Lolaca, spoke to them in their language, but the 

only language that the m1ss1onary knew was Betoi: "[h ]abl61es el Padre en su lengua que es un hechizo para 

ellos, llam61os con agas~jo, vinieron sin reeelo alguno, se le agregaron y empezaro~ a conversar con el los 

mflos con tanta faffilhandad, como si toda Ia vida hubiesen sido amigos" (87, p. 355). The missionary also 

flates that Gumllla addressed a man called Seisere, an authority among the Quilifay and Mafilito in his own 

an~age, that IS, also in this case, in Betoi: "[e]l Padre le habl6 en su propia lingua, diciendo,le que eran 
am1g~s, que s61o pretendla verlo . .. " (87, p. 375). 

IS ::0 alternative spelling for the name of this people appearing in the literature is Girara. 

t. Y e1 rso ponente d1 questa popolazione [San Ignacio de Betoyes] in distanza di mezza giomata se ne 
rova un a tra d1 nome T. · · · d 11 · · 

p rt" d" arne, m CUI nse eva a ora 11 noiTUnato superiore [Manuel Padilla]. E si perle belle 

li~~a 1 ~ue~:iesl per tutt 'altro, era una delle migliori. I suoi abitanti, cioe i Girari, giungeano a 1800. La I oro 

1784:487)q e Ita ormat m d1suso nelle pubbliehe funzioni, sembra essere un ramo della Betoje" (Gilij 
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Gumilla's affirmation in 84 that Jirara has few "r's" in comparison to Betoi, which has "too 

many" (note 9), is in all probability the only contemporary descriptive da~wn concerning this 

dialect, but not the only clue that we can find in the old sources. In reportmg the ex1~tence of 

divergences in the speech forms of the Jirara of the Arauca and the Jirara of the Ele, Gumtlla (note 

12) also indicates that these groups spoke two variants of a same " language:• de~ved from 8etoi. 16 

In Gilij (1784), we analogously find an indication that the speech of the Juara IS no more than a 

"branch" ofBetoi (note 15), and we also have testimony from Rivero that Jirara was functionally 

intelligible with 8etoi. In fact, Rivero states in 87 that the abovementioned cacique of Tame, 

Antonio Calaima, accidentally discovered he was able to understand a few Beto1 who were 

speaking their language and to converse with them using his_knowledge of Jirar~ . 17 . • . 

The close similarity between Jirara and 8etoi is also ev1dent m the scanty hngUJstlc data m our 

possession. As shown in table I , all the Jirara stems for which a Betoi equivalent is known ~re 

identical with the corresponding 8etoi stem. (Forms in table I, as well as those m the followmg 

tables 2-4, are cited in their original orthography.) 

Table I. The recorded stems of Jirara compared with Betoi 

Jirara Betoi 

day day 'what' 

babi babi 'father' 

memelu memelu 'devil'' 

aviofa 'k.o. snake (Boa constrictor)' 

irmqui irruqui 'ants' 
sicotu 'chigoe' 

a/abuqui 'venom' 
cavai 'tobacco' 
-eba -eba 'make' 

-usa -usa 'come' 

• According to Rivero (87, p. 135), among the Jirara, meme!tl was originally 

the name of the Lord of peccaries ("dueilo de los pucrcos de monic"). 

16 In another work ofGumilla, Arauea and Ele are considered to be dialects of Betoi itself:" ... [Rivero] 

se aplic6 alas lenguas Ayrica, y a Ia Betoyana, en su dos dialectos de Arauca, y Ele ... " (Gumilla [ 1739] 

1970:42). . . 

Another known variant of Jirara was that of the "Burros", a small commumty located along the River 

Cuiloto. A distinctive feature of this dialect was the use of some type of bilabial, a bilabial trill perhaps: 

"[p]enetrando mas Ia Montana, a seis dias de camino esta el Ri~ Cuiloto, que Ia divide casi por medio, a euya 

margenes, sin pararse, vi via una parcialidad de los mismos G1raras, llamados de los de su Nac16n, Burros; 

porque aunque tienen Ia misma Jengua, Ia pronunciaci6n es forzada, cerrando al pronunc1ar lo~ lab1os; de 

suerte, que saliendo Ia articulacion algo violenta, por Ia apretura de los lab10s, sucnan en las d1cc.1oncs las 

letras heridas, que semejan sonido, como dijeran bru, bru, y asi los llaman Burros. Estos senan hasta 

cincuenta Almas ... " (Tapia 1715:23). 
17 "Empezaba ya e1 aflo de 170 I, cuando . . . D. Antonio Calairna, Girara de naci6n y cant?r de su 

pueblo de Tame ... despues de haber rodado fortuna por el camino de Pamplona y TunJa hasta Ia CJUdad _de 

Pedraza, oy6 conversar en este sitio a unos indios que razonaban entre Sl, y aunque su lenguaJe k era estrano, 

comprendi6 algunas razones por Ia cuales conoci6 que aquella lengua dimanaba de Ia de los Gtrara 6 Ia suya 

misma, por ser girara Ia que estaba oyendo. Movido da est a curiosidad por una parte, 6 por Ia semeJanza del 

idioma por otra (que en tierras estranas es una especie de pa~enteseo), se lleg6 a _ellos y apocos lances trab6 

una larga y franca conversaei6n, en virtud de Ia cual (penn1t1endolo D1os) le dJCmn nouc1as ~e c6mo eran 

Betoye, cuyos pueblos estan situados en el coraz6n y centro de aqucllas le~Janas montanas, de onde 

easualmente habian salido, y mucho mas se meravillaron de ver que D. Antomo Cala1ma, sm seer de su 

naci6n misma, hablase de maniera que le podian entender" (87, p. 338- 39). 
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!~o:~~~~~;o~l~s~~ ~~~~;~matical morphemes found in the extant Jirara material are identical to 

Table 2. The recorded grammatical morphemes of Jirara compared with Betoi 

Jirara Betoi 

r- r- ' I st person' 
J- J- '2nd person ' 
-ca -ca ' indicative' 
-que -que ' interrogative (clitic)' 

1.3.2 Situfa 

Table 3. The recorded stems ofSitufa compared with Betoi 

Situfa Betoi 

day day 'because' 
gotu- 'drink' 
ebamuca ebamuca 'no' 
nefec- ' parent ' 
fa/a- faa- 'say, speak' 
mad- mad-- ma- 'what' 

18 
Situfa does not have the . .. . 

(r] sound. Ia [lengua] Situfa no necesita Ia r" (84, p. 299). 
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Table 4. The recorded grammatical morphemes ofSitufa compared with Betoi 

Situfa Betoi 

-tu -rro ' I st person singular' 

-ju -Ju '2nd person' 
-bi -bi '3rd person plural' 

-ca -ca 'indicative' 
-ida -ida ' imperfective' 

-ome -orne 'negative' 
..Q/a [sic] -ola 'plural' 
-agena -jaduca 'neuter singular' 

1.3.3 Lolaca or Atabaca 

As noted in § 1.3, another co-dialect of Betoi besides Jirara and Situ fa is fragmentarily attested. It is 

the speech form of two sentences in 84 collected by Father Gumilla when he was among the Lolaca 

and the Atabaca during an eclipse of the moon. The sentences, however, are identical to what would 

be expected for Betoi. 

day-que teo cejo aj6 rijubi-ca-n(u)to 

how-!NT moon ?? ?? die-IND-1 pi 

'The moon?? dies on us (lit. to us), doesn't it?' (Gumilla: ' Don't you see how the moon is 

dying on us?') 

futuit nanaa-bi-ca rijubi-ri afoca 

fire ?cover.with.earth-3pi-IND die-?? because 

'They (the women) cover with earth (or guard) the fire, because it dies ' 

Because of the complete lack of information regarding who spoke them, it is obviously impossible 

to attribute the two sentences to any particular dialect. 

We learn in 87 (p. 342) that, before being transferred to the Mission of San Ignacio de Betoyes, 

the Lolaca and Atabaca were located in the vicinity of the Sarare River, not far from the Betoi . 

1.4 The present study 

The present work is the product of my desire to present all the knowled~e that I have been able to 

gather on the extinct Betoi language from all of the surviving material. t I have therefore included 

chapters on phonology, morphology, and syntax, the two available texts (with morphemic analysis), 

and a word list. 
In the area of the phonology, as in the case of certain aspects of the morphology and syntax, 

however, the Betoi corpus is too restricted for definite conclusions to be reached. The brevity and 

the heterogeneous nature of the material that is available, as well as the inadequacy of the 

translations (when translations are provided), make it impossible to determine the correct analysis 

of certain constructions and to discern the meaning of several elements. In addition, misprints and 

copyist errors in the available sources further complicated the analysis. However, the significant 

19 Given the isomorphism of Betoi with its attested co-dialects in the data at our disposal , occasional 

reference will be made to Jirara (example (69]), Situ fa (examples (30] and (54]), and Lolaca or Atabaca with 

a verb form in §3 .7.1.2.2 and examples (35) and (90). 
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~tructural tr~its ?f Betoi are clear, or reasonably so, and I am sure that some of them will be of 
mterest to hn~tsts working _on the languages of South America. I therefore hope that this brief 
monograph dedtcated ~o Betot may provide a useful, even if small, contribution to the knowledge of 
the wonders of the native languages of the Americas. 

2 Notes on phonology 

The chances of making secure judgements about the sounds and the underlying phonological 
system of a scantily documented variety of an extinct language like Betoi in the absence of better 
attested co-dialects and any known close relative are obviously rather poor. Not enough minimal 
pairs are available to ascertain all phonemic oppositions between the identifiable sounds which are 
sufficiently similar phonetically to be suspected of functioning as a single ernie unit. Furthermore, 
the descriptive information on the sounds themselves that is available in the sources attesting Betoi 
(B I and 84 in particular) is minima!,20 consisting solely of one brief observation (see §2.1) and a 
few others oflimited value including the following: 

In questa [lingua) mancano le lettere LL. N. P. (BI, sec. 2) . 

. . . Ia lengua betoya no ha menester Ia p (B4, p. 299). 

Otras [lenguas] son escabrosas, llenas de erres, como Ia betoya (B4, p. 299). 

Given these shortcomings, the partial reconstruction of the phonological system of Betoi given in 
the following subsections can be considered only tentative. 

2.1 Consonants 

The phonemic inventory of consonants seems to include the segments given in table 5. 

Table 5. Consonant phonemes of Betoi 

bilabial labiodental alveolar• palatal velar glottal 

voiceless stops It/ /kJ 
voiced stops lbl ldl lgl 
fricatives If! Is/ /h/ 
nasals lm/ In! 
lateral IV 
trill /r/ 
glide /j/ 

'Presumably, like the geographically close Tunebo, Achagua, Saliba, Guahibo, and Cuiba, Betoi 
has no phonemic dental consonants. 

20 This lack of information may however be assumed to be an indication that the phonetic values of 
graphemes and digraphs used for transcribing Betoi are roughly the same as in Spanish. 
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ln addition to these segments, there is a rare phoneme (apparently represented both by Padilla and 
Gumilla as <v>) the phonetic realization of which is vaguely described as follows : "c'e una lettera, 
che somiglia moltissimo Ia pronunzia dell' V consonante, rna che ne e affatto lettera differente" 
(8 I , sec. 2). 

In transcribing the consonants of 8etoi by means of the principles of the Spanish orthography, 
only a few graphemes (besides <v>) and digraphs were used that diverge from their traditional IPA 
value, as shown in table 6. 

Table 6. Orthographic symbols that differ from the IPA symbols 

phoneme graphemic shape 

/kJ <c> (in front of a, o, and u, elsewhere) 
<q> (in front of ua in quaja 'forest' [84] and ue in -que 

' interrogative•• [81, 84]) 
<qu> (in front of i in irriqui 'ant' [B4]) 

/hi <g> (in front of i in Cagiali 'male name' [84] and e in bagenuma 
'all (sg.)' [82]) 

<j> (elsewhere except in 83)b 
<y> (only in 83) 

/r/ <rr> (word-medially) 
/j / <y> (elsewhere) 

In this morpheme "'l'l! eliquida", 81 (sec. 8) indicates. 
b Cf. Gumilla 's use, in 84, of <j> for (h], for example, in the Achagua word abacaj{e} ' five ' 

(['a:ba] 'one' + ['ka:hi] ' hand'; p. 464). The use of <g> and <j> as alternative spelling variants before 
front vowels is common in the representation of native American languages in the Spanish 
orthography of old sources. 

The doubling of orthographic <d> to <dd>, e.g. in ruid6dda ' if you were (sg.)' in 81 and maidda 'today' in 82 (but maida in 83), was probably intended, both by Gumilla and Padilla, to 
render a voiced, intervocalic alveolar stop, a consonant articulated more strongly than the Spanish intervocalic /d/ (viz. [~)). 

The grapheme <h>, employed in only two words and alternating with 0 ("zero"), is clearly 
"pseudo-etymological". It is just a "silent" symbol used in the representation of the nouns theo (83) 
'sun' and humasoi (81) 'man', possibly under the influence of the spellings of phonetically similar 
words of Old World languages such as Greek the6it and Latin humanus or Spanish humano. 

The grapheme <x>, attested only in oxoki 'tooth' in 85 is likely an error for another symbol. 

2.1.1 Some contrasts for consonants 

Due to the limited data, most of the following contrasts are attested only in analogous (i.e. similar, 
but not identical) environments. 

It/ vs. /d/ 
lk/ vs. /gl 
<v> vs./b/ 
<v> vs. /f/ 
/hi vs. Is/ 

uita 'but' ; uida 'slhe is (imperfective)' 
-duca 'this' ; tugaday ' true!' 
cuivivi 'duck'; maibaibi '??' 
vita 'yesterday'; ufi 'jaguar' 
ojaca (or ajaca) 'will (n.)'; osaca 'head' 

21 "Los betoyes decian antes de su conversi6n que el sol era Dios; yen su lengua, a! sol y a Dios llaman Theos, voz griega, que tambien significa aDios" (84, p. 283). 

/hi vs. lsi 
/hi vs. If/ 
lml vs. In! 
IV vs. /r/ 

2.2 Vowels 
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ojaca (or ajaca) ' will (n.)' ; osaca ' head ' 
jajamu 'another time';fafuala 'wind' 
mama 'mother'; mana 'road' 
culasa 'wise, prudent'; durrabti '?shameful' 

There seem to be five vowel phonemes in 8etoi. Their articulatory properties are illustrated in table 7. 

Table 7. Vowel inventory of Betoi 

high 
mid 
low 

front 

/if 
lei 

central 

Ia/ 

back 

lui 
/o/ 

In general, the orthographic representation of vowels is the same as the. phonemic one in all the 
sources attesting 8etoi. It should be noted, however, that /i/ at the end of dtphthongs, m 84 as a rule 
and in 81 in some cases, is spelt <y> and not <i>, as elsewhere, and that /u/ .m unstressed syllable, 
seemingly confused in a few words by Padilla with /o/, may appear as <o> m the m.atenal th~t he 
supplied to Hervas y Panduro, as indicated by the following divergent spelhngs: P~dtlla ~casu (8 1 
and 85) ' Pleiades, year', Gumilla ucasu; Padilla umocoso ~I)- umucos~ (86) hand, Gumtlla 
umucos6 (cf. umucurro 'finger' [82]); Padilla cosiu (85) 'btrd , Gumtlla cus1 [szc]. 

2.2.1 

lei vs. /a/ 
Ia/ vs. /o/ 
/o/ vs. lui 

Some contrasts for vowels 

afube '(his/her) lip' ; afubti ' (his/her) forehead' 
afubti '(his/her) forehead'; aji1b6 ' (his/her) mouth' 
afoca 'because'; afuca '(his/her) face' 

No perfectly minimal pair is available to demonstrate that the two front vowels are in contrast, but 
the following couple of words is illustrative. 

lei vs. Iii ejebosi '(his/her) body' ; ije 'this one (n.)' 

2.3 Stress 

It is unclear from the data in our possession whether stress (~arked .with an .accent2~ over a vowel 
sign although not systematically) is phonemically functional m 8et01. What 1s clear 1s that stress 1s limi~ed to occurring on one of the last two syllables of the word, falling more frequently on the final 
one and that in long polymorphemic words, other syllables probably take a weaker le~el of stress (co~sider the verb f~rm raaquirra-bi-ca-rro {steal-3pi-IND-lsg} 'they stole from me' m 84 w1th, 

22 Always acute in 84 and in this monograph, but grave in 82 and usually grave in 8 I and 85. 
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apparently, a secondary stress on the stem23
). We may also observe in the data we have that, since all the suffixes of the language seem to carry the main stress, the final or penultimate position of the primary word stress is frequently derived: r-osaca + :Jana > r-osaca:fana {1-head-PL} 'my heads' (B I ),fa-u + -bi >fa-u-bi {FUT-be-3pl} 'they will be' (BI ), r-u +-ida > r-u-ida { 1-be-IMPERF} 'I am (imperf.)' (B1).24 

2.4 Phonotactics 

There are no word-final consonants or consonant clusters.25 All consonants seem to be able to stand both in word-initial and word-medial positions.26 

The five vowel segments can occur in any position in a word. The five vowel segments can also occur in sequence, syllabically or nonsyllabically, and most of the possible sequences of two vowels are documented. 
/ia/: dia 'where', mami-aj-6 'she is good' ; 
/iu/: iu ' this one (f.)', cosiu 'bird'; 
/ei/ :fofei ' bad' ; 
leal: bijeasi 'shortly beforehand' ,faa-re-aje 'one does not speak'; /eo/: teo 'sun', re-o/a 'they are not'; 
/ai/: day ' what, how, ?how much', maida ' today'; 
/ae/: ma-ebd 'be made' ; 
laal:faa-ca-que 'does it say (int.)' 
lao/: r-u-idaodda 'ifJ were', sa-ome 'he does not make' ; 
/au/: rau '!' ,fa-usuca:fu 'he will pay you'; 
loil: foirreojanuda 'casually', aj-oi-rrr.l 'I am'; 
loaf: oanu 'as, the same one'; 
/ui/: futui ' frre ', j-11-ida 'you are (imperf.)' ; 
/uel: -que ' interrogative' (see table 6); 
lual :fafuala ' wind ', eba-mu-aje 'one does not do' ; 
luo/: j-u-ome ' you are not' Y 

No more than three vowels seem to occur in a sequence. Clusters of three vowels can apparently be observed across morpheme boundaries in teo-umasoi 'sun', obai-omuca-aj-oi ' he is obedient', rau-afoca 'from me', ajabo-ia 'to the country', and tucu-ia ' to the house'. 

23 The doubled <a> of this verb fonn might represent a long [a] , as, perhaps, in robarriabarrorriuicaju in example (34). 
24 If two or more accented suffixes co-occur in a word, the main stress is on the suffix standing at the end of the string, e.g.: r-osacci + -janci + -tu > r-osaca:fana-ttl 'my heads (ace.)' (B I); tulu-ebci + -cci + -nut6 > tu/u-eba-ca-nu/6 {??-make-IND-l pl} ' it illuminates us ' (84). Note also that one accented enclitic is attested in the corpus; cf. the following phonological words: Dioso-que ' Is it God?' (B4),fa[jja-ca-que {sayIND-INT} 'does it say (int.)' (84). 
25 /utuit in 84 is nothing but an orthographic variant ofjultli ' fire' in 85. Note also that in B3 a word with a consonant cluster, ubtia, appears, but it is obviously miswritten and has to be corrected to uboia (see example [41]). 
26 lgl in word-initial position can be found in galofas, the name of a species of fly recorded in B4 with the Spanish plural suffix -s. It is not, however, completely certain that galofa is a Betoi noun, although the presence of the voiceless labiodental fricative excludes the possibility that this word is from one of the other languages of the Orinoco basin region of which there are traces in B4 (i.e. Achagua, Carib, Warao, etc.). A word with initial /g/ is, in any case, Situfa gotubicti ' they drink' (84). 27 Another two-vowel cluster can perhaps be observed at the root-suffix boundary in tucu-wnicti 'to the house (dat.)' (B 1 ). 
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1 · ly that the syllabic . "b t" of consonants and vowe s tmp b f The statements above on the dtstn u ~on e that words vary significantly as to the .nu"_l er ~ canon of Betoi is (C)V(Y). We may now o ~:~he monomorphemic noun ro 'woman wtth e constitutive syllables: compare for ex;mp omuca-aj-ola-nuto 'we are obedient' . morphologically complex verb form r-o at-rr-

2.5 Morphophonemic& . 
that although the inflectiOn processes of Before we move on to morphology, w~ should obs~~~ese ~equences are not realized due to the Betoi often place vowels in close prox•mtty, some 

effects of the following rules of vowel fuston. 

(a) /i/ + /i/ > /i/28 

. . . , - I + tMPERF} > jujuida ' they are (imp~rf.)' J-U-JUI + -tda {2-be 2p } b"d 6dda ' if they were u-bi + -ida6dda {be-3pl + COND > u 1 a 

(b) /i/ + /ol > /ol 

. {1-be-il + NEG} > rumaome 'we~renot' r-u-mat + -orne P } b e ' they are not u-bi + -orne (be-3pl +NEG > u om 

(c) /a/ + /ol > /ol 

{ d t + PL} > culasola ' prudent (pl.)' . . ho gives culasa + -ola pru en . d . + sa·M-lsg} > babasomu ' I am one w . . {be one who.gJVes.a vtce · babasa- + -ot-rru · · 
advice' 

(d) /u/ + !ol > lol 

j-iju + -ometu {2-die + PROH} > jijom}e{tu.~ :d~n:~ ~~dead ' . . . , { 1-be dead + SG:M-1 sg > OJOIITU r-IJU + -m-rru · 
, k I when /a/ belongs to the verb stem sa~ . ma e, We should also note that rules (c) and (d) do nbot app :be' (see r-u-ome in [SO] andj-11-ometu m note . (61 ]) or when /u/ 1s the ver stem do' (see sa-ome m 

74). 

2 6 Orthography adopted . · 
· h b en retamed . . ents for transcribing Betol as e The Spanish spelling used in the ongtnal do~um resentation of the examples excep~ for the unchanged in the present monograph for ~2~ ~o indicate obvious misprints or cop)'lst erro~ standardization of accents as acute (see no~e . heme· [ ] superfluous grapheme; { } correct the following symbols are used: ( ) a~d~ d ~rapBetoi ~ords (where possible) to mark morpheme grapheme. Hyphens have also been tnc u e m 

boundaries. 

'. . ' least orthographically, thi s rule does not take place. 28 Only in toli-ia {inside-DIR} mstde (BI), at 
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Betoi fits the traditional definition of an agglutinative morphology rather well . It usually has, 
corresponding to each category, a separate affix encoding the appropriate value for that category. 
Betoi deviates from a rigid agglutinative structure only in the presence of a limited number of 
portmanteau morphs, which are observable in demonstrative and interrogative-relative pronouns, as 
well as in stative verbs as exponents of masculine singular, feminine singular, and neuter singular 
(see tables 9, 10, and 16), and in active verbs as exponents of person and number (see tables 11-14). 

In this section, I present as much information on the morphology of Betoi as I have been able to 
discover from Hervas y Panduro's grammatical sketch and the other sources indicated in § 1.2. The 
information is organized by word category. 

3.1 Nouns 

Nouns in Betoi inflect for number (see below §3.1.1), case (see §3.1.2) and, when used 
predicatively in affirmative clauses, for person of the subject (see §4.4.1.4). Some of them also have 
a possessive inflection (see §3.1.3). Nouns with a vocative form also seem to occur (see §3 .1.5). 
Gender is not overtly marked, but is a covert, selectional category signalled by compatibility with 
pronouns and verbs with overt gender inflection (see §3 .1.4). 

3.1.1 Number 

Nouns have two numbers: singular and plural. Singular, in most cases, has no inflectional ending. 
Plural is indicated by a variety of suffixes: -)ana, the most common (B l, sec. 3 ); -ola; -ducajana; 
and yet others unattested.29 Nouns for which plural forms are recorded include tucujana 'houses' , 
rosacajana 'my heads' , ojabola 'ancestors' , and roducajana 'women' . The suffix -ola has 
apparently -oi as corresponding singular marker: lwmasQJ. 'man', pl. humasola; ubadQi ' living 
being', pl. ubadola .30 The two suffixes -oi and -ola are number markers used widely in Betoi.31 

29 "So no altri nomi, i quali nel plurale prendono altre particole ... " (8 I, sec. 5). 
30 Cf. ubado/an(u){t}o ' we are rational beings' in (18). Note also that in B5 ubadoi is given as the 

equivalent of 'animal '. Probably, the singular marker -oi also occur in sorroy ' monkey' and even the 
ethnonym Betoi. 

31 Both also denote number with the two copular verbs (see §3.7.3). Portmanteau with gender 
(masculine) -oi also marks stative verbs (see table 16), as does the pluralizer -olti that also marks adjectives 
(see §3.4). Note also that masculine singulative -oi is found in our data in the interrogative-relative pronoun 
madoi (see table I 0) and that pluralizers similar in shape to -olti (the suffixes -rolti and -tolti and the prefix 
bola-) can be observed in two personal pronouns (see table 8) and are used with, at least, three quantifiers 
(see §3.5). 
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As in the geographically close Guahiboan languages, it is poss~ble that some anim~te n~~ns, i~ 
articular those whose denotata tend to occur in groups, are collective. ~ne of t~ese, 11 ruq1.11 an!s , 

p · 1 (31) where it occurs without any marker of pluraltzat10n tn subJect function appears tn examp e , 
followed by a verb showing plural agreement. 

3.1.2 Case 

Betoi employs case markers for the core grammatical relation of direct object and for expressing a 

number of peripheral roles: . • . , 32 
The core case marker ts the suffix -111 accusatiVe . 

(I) r-osaca-tU 
1-head-ACC 
' my head' 

Nothing more can be said on the use of -tu. Nominal direct objects are constantly ~e~~":arked ~n 
the transitive clauses present in our corpus. (Example [I] comes from a paradtgrn tn avmg e 
precise aim of illustrating the case inflection of nouns.) I d f< • d ' t 

ri hera) case markers include the suffixes -umica 'dative' (pr~sumably a so u~c, or '.n ~rec 
obje~t~ (i), -fil 'comitative', -ia 'directional' (20, 28), -afoca 'ablattvc' (3), and -m1 locattve (4, 

25). 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

r-osaca-umicil 
!-head-OAT 
'to my head' 

r-osaca-jana-afoca 
1-head-PL-ABL 
'from my heads' 

telisa-nu 
shoulder-LOC 
'on ?his/her shoulder' (Padilla: 'on the back' ) 

The comitative suffix, beside expressing comitativity, expresses instrumentality, as in (5) and (19). 

Babi-ca r-osaca do-ja-[ ca-)rr\!33 oculiba-fu 
father-VOC !-head bathe-2sg-1 sg water-INSTR 
'Father! Bathe (lit. bathe me) my head with water' 

(5) 

The directional suffix can probably be omitted when its function is clear from the context (compare 

[6] and [20]). 

(6) 
< · a uJ·u aiab6 J. -anu-jay-bi quaja r-anu-may-c.. UJU m , 

forest 1-go- 1 pl-IND you ?? you country 2-~o-2pl-?? 
'We go to the forest because?? you go to your country 

afocil 
because 

32 " . .. per l'accusativo [si aggiunge] Ia particol~ !\l . ·. ·" .(81 , sec. 3). 
31 The indicative marker -cti, inappropnate m thts tmperahve, has to be replaced by -0 (zero) 

' imperative' (see §3.7.1.3.3). 
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The ablative suffix, beside expressing source, expresses cause, as in ( 18). It also occurs as a free 
form as a marker of casually subordinate clauses, as indicated in §4.6.2.3. 

3.1.3 Possession 

Nouns divide into those which express a personal possessor by means of at least one affix 
(inalienably possessed--consisting of terms that refer to body parts and animate beings, such as 
man, beast, bird, and fish), and those which do not (alienably possessed). 34 

(7) a. r-umocoso 
!-hand 
' my hand' 

b. j-umocoso 
2-hand 
'your hand' 

(8) a. rau35 tucu 
I house 
'my house' 

b. uju tucu 
you house 
'your house' 

From B I we Jearn that the affixes that express personal possessor are the same affixes employed 
with active verbs (without a bipartite theme) to cross-reference subject person. 36 They should 
therefore consist of a set of prefix person markers that are used, when necessary, in combination 
with a parallel set of plural markers with noun stems that begin with a vowel (see table 12 and 
examples [7a] and [7b] in partial demonstration), and in a further set of syncretic suffixes indexing 
person and number used with noun stems that begin with a consonant (see table 13). (Unfortunately, 
no example is available in the data showing a consonant-initial, inalienably possessed noun 
inflected for possessor.) 

3.1.4 Gender 

Betoi has a system of three genders: masculine, feminine, and neuter. No formal gender-markers 
occur on the nouns themselves, as stated above. Singular nouns, however, require gender agreement 
with three classes of words: demonstrative pronouns (§3 .2.2), interrogative-relative pronouns 
(§3.2.3), and stative verbs (§3.7.2). 

14 It is highly probable that inalienably possessed nouns divide further into obligatorily possessed, 
including the body part terms, and non-obligatorily possessed, including the terms denoting animate beings 
(see examples [13) and [18) and table 17). 

35 Read ratt ['rau). 
36 "I nomi sostantivi, che significano viventi, come uomo, bestia, uccello, pesce, e che significano 

membra dell'uomo si declinano uniti aile persone, o sieno pronomi primitivi, siccome si suole fare coi verbi" 
(Bl, sec. 4). 

Morphology 17 

Biological gender can be denoted by the nouns humasoi 'man' and ro ' woman' , but this has 
nothing to do with morphology.

37 

3.1.5 

(9) a. uti humasoi 
tiger man 
'male tiger' 

b. uti ro 
tiger woman 
' female tiger' 

Vocative inflection 

A kinship tenn (or a title) followed by the vocative suffix -ca, calls a person's attention to the 
• 38 

referent (see [5] for example). 

3.1.6 Noun formation 

The only process incontrovertibly documented by_ which nouns a~e formed is ~mpounding. In al~ 
the attested compound nouns of which the meanmg of the_ co~sntuent words ts known, the first 
position item is a noun and the second either a noun or an adJeCttve. 

(10) a. Noun - noun: teo-umasoi 'sun' 
sun/moon-man 

teo-r6 'moon, month' 
sun/moon-woman 

b. Noun - adjective: memelu-fofei 'devil ' 
spirit-bad 

As far as noun-noun compounds are concerned, we may also observe that the two items may both 
function as modified and modifier, as in (lOa), and as possessor and possessed, as m (II) and (48). 

(II) teo-tucu 
sun/moon-house 
'sky (lit. house of the sun/moon)' 

3.2 Pronouns 

3.2.1 Personal pronouns 

Personal pronouns occur in first, second, and third person, in both singular and plural forms (see 
table 8). 

37 " II genere de' nomi sostantivi distinguesi coll 'aggiunta delle parole humasoi (maschio, ovvero uomo) 
e IQ. (femmina, o donna)" (B I , sec. 5). 

) s Other vocatives in the data are unmarked (see [49], (65) , and [91]). 
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Table 8. Personal pronouns Table 10. Interrogative-relative pronouns 

SG PL 

I 
2 
3 

rau 
uju 
yairi 

rmifisuca 
ujurrolti 
yarola 

They inflect for the same cases as nouns, using the same suffixes.39 

(12) ujurrola-ru 
you-COM 
'with you (pl.)' 

Note, ho.wever, that no accusative or dative personal pronoun is used in our material. Instead, 
suffixes mtegrated on the verb are always used (see §3.7.1.3.5). Note also that, since Betoi marks 
the person of th~ subject on both verbal and verbless predicates, and since verbal predicates are also 
marked f?r subject number, personal pronouns are normally not used as subjects. When they are, 
they are hkely to have an emphatic character, as in (59) and (87) for example. 

3.2.2 Demonstrative pronouns 

~emonstrative pronouns operate for at least two grades of distance (near, distant), encoding 
d1sttnctwns of number (smgular, plural) and, in the singular, of gender (masculine, feminine, 
neuter) . Cons1der the forms from 8 I in table 9. 

Table 9. The "near" demonstrative pronouns ('this one') 

SG PL 

masculine irri fl 
feminine iu ?? 
neuter iJe u 

The referent of the neuter form ije is not necessarily an (in)animate object. It may also be an action 
for example (see [39]). ' 

There is another w~rd in the Betoi corpus that can probably be classified as a demonstrative 
pronoun: mvanable oanu 'the same one' .40 

3.2.3 Interrogative and relative pronouns 

The same elements function as both interrogative and relative pronouns.41 Like the demonstrative 
pronoun~, these pronouns distinguish masculine, feminine, and neuter forms in the singular and 
mclude, mall probability, a single plural form (unattested; see table 1 O). 

: ::Le particole ... distintiv~ de' casi pospongosi sempre a' pronomi primitivi ... " (Bl, sec. 8). 
... medes1mo d1ces1 oanu, che e indeclinabile" (B 1, sec. 8). 

SG PL 

masculine mad01~ fl 
feminine mad6' ?? 
neuter majaduca u 

• The suffixes -oi and -0 inflecting the stem mad- are 
the same suffixes that inflect stative verbs for singular 
number and, respectively, masculine and feminine 
gender, as we may observe in table 16. 

Another form functioning as an interrogative pronoun is day 'what (sg.)' (13, 67). It also means 
'how' (68) and, very likely, 'how much' (cf. daitola 'how many' in 8 I). 

3.3 Demonstrative clitics? 

Besides demonstrative pronouns, used when no overt noun is expressed, Betoi has demonstratives 
used as NP modifiers. One of them, indicating the "near" location of the intended referent of the 
NP, may be observed in the following example, where it occurs in close juncture with the head 
noun as if it is a suffix.

42 

(13) day faa-ca-que cusi-duca 
what say-IND·INT bird-DEM.PR 
'What does this bird say?' (i.e. what type of bird is this?

43
) 

3.4 Adjectives 

Adjectives share with nouns the following features: they can be used headlessly in an NP (at least 
judging from fofei, for example, in [29] and edolatu in (42]) ; they receive (in an unspecified and 
unspecifiable context) the same case markers;44 in predicative function they co-occur with an overt 
copula only if the clause is negated (see §4.4.1.4); used predicatively in an affirmative clause, they 
inflect for person of the subject (in the same manner as nouns) constituting per sea predicate (see 
table 17). Like nouns, adjectives also show the grammatical category of number. They mark (also in 
this case in an unspecified and unspecifiable context) their plural with the help of a suffix, e.g. the 

41 "In luogo del nome relativo servono le parole madoi, mado, majaduca: madoi vuol dire chi ~? 
Parlandosi di mascolino: mado vuol dire chi ~? [sic] parlandosi di femmenino : majaduca vuol dire chc cosa 
~?" (81, sec. 8). 

42 The same demonstrative -duca, or better -duca , also appears as a frozen morpheme in the noun 
pluralizer -ducajana and in the neuter singular interrogative-relative pronoun majaduca. 

In (79), it is possible that there is a demonstrative clitic with a distal meaning, which occurs attached to 
aja '?thing' (cf. ajaduca in [17], [64], and [69]). 

43 " • . • no dan el nombre a las aves por lo que elias son, sino por lo que piensan que elias dices; y as{ no 
se les pregunta c6mo se llama aquella ave, sino ... «iQm! es lo que dice este pajaro?» Y les ponen el 
nombre de lo que les pareces que pronuncian las aves; v. gr., al pato llaman ctdvivi; a Ia gallina,focara ; al 
gallo, totelel6, etcetera, quierendo conocer a las aves por su ceo, al modo que acA conocemos a los hombres 
por el metal de su voz" (B4, p. 297). 

44 "Le particolc ... distintive de' casi . .. pospongono sempre agli aggettivi si [sic] nel singolare, che 
net plurale" (B I, sec. 7). 
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ubiquitous -ola mentioned in §3.1.1 and note 31: culasa 'wise, prudent', pl. culaso/a (read 
cu/asola). 45 

There is no clear-cut comparison of adjectives. Something like the concept of "comparative" 

and "superlative" is expressed by using the degree adverb nasiu 'very' .46 

3.5 Numerals and other quantifiers 

There are very few numeral words in Betoi : edojojoi 'one', edoi 'two' (= 'other'), ibutu 'three' 

(= 'and'). Beyond that, maitola indicates 'many, a large number' and, when a number exceeded 

three, the Betoi said maito/a and showed fingers, each of which signified one, and/or hands, each of 

which signified five, adding ibutu whenever they completed a group often and continued further.47 

Alternatively, 'four' was expressed ibutU edojojoi and 'five' rumucoso, i.e. 'my hand' (B5). 

The indefinite quantifier 'all', requiring number agreement with the head noun, is bagenuma in 

the singular (see [47]) and bo/anuma in the plural (BI, sec. 6). It can be used headlessly, as shown 

by (84) and (85). The interrogative quantifier, also with a singular and a plural form, is recorded 
only in the plural as daitold (Bl, sec. 24). 

3.6 Adpositions 

See §4.2. 

3.7 Verbs 

At the morphological level, verbs constitute the most complex (and the most interesting) of all 

lexical categories in Betoi. Minimally, such forms have a stem, which may either consist of a bare 

root or of a root with at least one derivational morpheme (see §3.7.5), and an (overt) affix as, for 

example, u-ca 'slhe is' and j-u 'be (sg. imperative)'. Commonly, the forms in the data can be 

segmented into several successive components which tum out to be members of a quite large 

number of positional classes as, for example, cu/a-j-atu-ja-ca 'you look for (sg.)' and j-obai-j

omu(c)aaj-oi-ju 'you are obedient (sg. m.)' . Much of the complexity of Betoi verb morphology 

derives, however, not from its composite nature, but from the presence of various, sometimes 

redundant, processes of agreement of verb forms with subject person (cf. rued '!am', berraca 'l 
look for', orr.ebaca '!advise', culafdfrPturraca '! look for', ajoirru 'lam (copula)', r.ijoirru '!am 

dead (m.)', r.ijucarr.umoi '!am dismayed (or astonished) (m.)', r.obair.omu(c)aajoirro '!am obedient 

(m.)') and from the fact that there are certain inflectional elements that undergo alternations in their 

form according to their grammatical environment (cf. rudianu '!Q be me', rudianuto- rudiamaianu 

'!Q be us',jujuianu-jujuiadianu 'ill be you (pl.)').48 

45 
"La tenninazione del plurale degli aggettivi e assai varia" (81, sec. 6). 

46 

"No [sic] sono nomi comparativi, ne superlativi; rna gli aggettivi hanno significazione di comparativi, 
o superlativi ove preponendosi loro l'awerbio naisil molto" (Bl, sec. 7). 

47 

" ••• i Betoi al dire maitola comunemente mostrano i diti necessarj per significare il nun1ero . . . I 

Betoi per dire cinque mostrano una mano: per dire dieci mostrano due mani: per dire quindici mostrano due 

mani, dicono ibu!U, e poi mostrano una mano sola: per dire venti, mostrano due mani, dicono ibutu, e poi 
un'altra volta mostrano Je due mani" (BJ, sec. 24). 

48 
In a letter dated September 13th, 1783, addressed to Hervas y Panduro and transcribed in B I (sec. I), 

Padilla states that the verb system of Betoi, besides being characterized by various inflection patterns, suffers 

from so many irregularities that it is impossible for him to adduce in only a few pages a formal set of rules 

and their numerous exceptions: " ... sono varie le declinazioni, e conjugazioni, che sono verbi negativi, verbi 
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There are four types or classes of verbs in Betoi: active, sta~ive, ~pul~r, and im~erso~al. The 

class membership of a verb is indicated primarily through 1ts distinctive behaviOur m affix 

selection. An active verb has the potential to be inflected for tenselm~od/as~ct of the_ clause, 

negation, person and number of the subject, and person of the direct or dative object. A sta~tve verb 

is obligatorily marked, by means of distinct affixes, for person and number of t~e SU~Je~t. ~or 

singular, gender is also relevant but not indexed separately ~om nu~ber. There_ 1s a distt~c~IOn 

between masculine, feminine, and neuter. A copular verb IS also _mflected_ w1th tw? _dtstmct 

elements: a subject person marker and a number marker. However, unhke a stattve verb, 1t ts never 

inflected for gender. Finally, an impersonal verb is indicated by the presence of the suffix -aJe and, 

if present, by its special negative marker. 

3.7.1 Active verbs 

ln addition to the inflectional affixes that indicate tense, mood, aspect, negation, subject pers_on and 

number and direct/dative object person, and (obviously) a stem, active verbs can also contam, m a 

noncon;iguous position with the stem, a further element having lexical meaning: a lexical affix or 

perhaps another stem. (The data we possess do not allow greater precision.) Any non-mtlectwnal 

affix or supplementary stem that may occur, together with the stem, can be defined as the theme of 

the verb, although discontinuous. A theme expresses a fundamental verbal 1dea as do, for example, 

anu- -eba 'fill' and cu/a- -at11 'look for' . 
To demonstrate the intricate structure of Betoi active verbs, I present data in t~bles 11 - 14 in 

§3.7.1.1, followed by examples and commentary in §3.7.1.2 and §3.7.1.3 and subsections. 

3.7.1.1 Overall structure 

Table II. Tentative active verb matrix 

Tense 

ma
'past' 

fa-
'future' 

KERNEL VERB Negation 

-orne 
'negative' 

Mood or Aspect 

-ca 
'indicative' 

-idaodda - -id6dda 
'conditional' 

-diami 
'purposive/optative•• 

-ometu 
' prohibitive' 

0 
'imperative' 

-ida 
' imperfective' 

'This suffi• displays considerable allomorphy: see §3. 7.1.3.3 in teJ<t. 

Person of direct 
or dative object 

-rni 
'lsg' 

-milo 
'I pi ' 

-Ju 
'2' 

0 
'3' 

passivi &c. Questo il [sic] so; rna non pen) poss~ add~e regole generali, indicar~ l 'ec~ezio~i (ch_e sono 

moltissime nella lingua Betoyana) ne [sic] fissare 1 tennmt delle molte, e vane mamere d•_espnmerst ,_ che I 

Betoi hanno .... Se io avessi a mettere distesamente le conjugazioni de' verbi affermallvt , e negat1vt, non 

basterebbe scrivere mezzo tomo de' suoi". 
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Table 12. First kernel verb of active verbs without bipartite theme 

Person of 
subject 

r
'1 ' 

j-
'2' 

0 
'3' 

Vowel-initial 
STEM 

Plural subject person 
and number 

-mai - -nut6 
'I pi' 

-jr1i - -jai 
'2pl' 

-bi 
'3pl' 

Table 13. Second kernel verb of active verbs without bipartite theme 

Consonant-initial 
STEM Subject 

-rra 
'lsg' 

-ja 
'2sg' 

0 
'3sg' 

n 
?? 
u 

-bi 
'3pl' 

Table 14. Kernel verb of active verbs with bipartite theme 

First part of Subject Second part of 
THEME THEME 

rr-
' lsg' 

)-
'2sg' 

n 
?? 
u 

Subject 

-rra 
'lsg' 

-ja 
'2sg' 

n 
?? 
u 
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Tables 11-14 show the positional classes for affixes and their identified members; they are not, 
however, entirely exhaustive, due to the rather limited number of forms occurring in the corpus 
(about 120 of about 20 different verbs) 

Most of the inflectional affixes on table 11 are mutually exclusive. There is no co-occurrence 
within a positional class. None of the suffixes that indicate mood or aspect can co-occur with a 
tense prefix, and none of these affixes can occur with the negative marker. On the other hand, there 
are a number of verbal constituents that require the selection of other constituents. The suffixes that 
mark plural subject person and number, shown in table 12, occur only in combination with a prefix 
indicating subject person. If there is a theme consisting of two separate elements, the first beginning 
with a consonant, then the verb will contain an additional subject person and number marker 
suffixed directly to the second element of the theme, in addition to the subject person and number 
marker which is always inserted between the two components of bipartite themes. 

The similarity of the first person markers r-/rr- '1 ', -m1 ' 1sg', and -rra 'lsg' and the second 
singular person ones j-, -ju, and -ja with, respectively, the personal pronouns rau 'I ' and uju 'you 
(sg.)' is clear. 

Paradigms of two active verbs, -u ' be' and -iju 'die', are given in appendix A. 

3.7.1.2 Kernel verb 

As tables 12, 13, and 14 show, the kernel verb consists of the stem or theme of the verb plus the 
affix(es) cross-referencing the subject of the clause. 

3.7.1.2.1 Verb theme 

The two elements which are part of a verb theme occur separated by a subject marker, as noted 
above. Of these, the one to the right of the subject marker is, or may be, an (inflected) independent 
verb stem (like -ebti 'make, do' for example). Nothing certain can be said about the part of the 
theme that occurs first nor, unfortunately, can any particular meaning be ascribed to the handful of 
the first-position constituents of themes that can be isolated in our corpus. We may only note that o- , 
which recurs in the verbs 'advise' and 'think', might refer to the mind or to some mental function, 
and that am1-, found in the verb 'fill' , has the same shape as a verb stem meaning 'go ' .49 Examples 
of themes are given in table 15. 

Table 15. A few bipartite verb themes 

First element of Second element of Combined meaning 
THEME THEME 

anu- ' ??' -ebli 'make' 'fill ' 
111111· ' ??' -eM 'make' ' illuminate'' 
0 - '??' -ebti ' make ' 'advise ' 
0 - ' ??' -acaa ' ?? ' 'think' 
cula- ' ??' -atu ' ??' ' look for ' 

• In fact, we cannot be completely sure that Will - and -ebd , attested together onl y by a verb with a 
3sg subject zero marker (sec example [791), are really discontinuully associated and do not form, rather, 
an uninterruptable unit. 

49 Even if one admits that the meaning of a theme is not necessarily merely the sum of the meanings of 
its elements, it is difficult to believe that the stem 'go' plus the stem ' make' creates the theme ' fill '. 
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3.7.1.2.2 Subject agreement 

Active verbs belong to four different conjugational patterns, depending on agreement with the 
subject. 

Verbs without a bipartite theme, whose stem begins with a vowel, cross-reference the subject of 
their clause by means of prefixes that directly precede the stem. Plural forms are also marked with 
suffixes that combine expression of the person and number of the subject and occur immediately 
after the stem. (See table I2. 0 means that there is not an overt morph for that person.) 

r-u-ca ' I am',j-u-ca 'you are' , 0-u-ca 's/he is', r-u-mai-ca 'we are',j-u-jai-ca 'you are', 
0-u-bi-ca 'they are' (B I) 

r-iju-ca 'I die', j-iju-ca 'you die', 0-iju-ca 'slhe dies', r-iju-mai-ca 'we die', (j)-iju-jai
ca[i} 'you die', 0-iju-bi-ca 'they die' (B I) 

r-anu-ca 'I go' {Bl), r-anu-may-ca 'we go' (84) 

The first person plural marker -nuto (also used as first-person plural direct/dative object marker; 
see table II) appears in r-u-dia-nuto 'to be us', which is an irregular verb form; other irregularities 
in this verb form are the inverted order of the subject person and number marker and the unusual 
allomorph -dia of the purposive/optative mood suffix. 50 The second person plural marker -jui is 
replaced by -jai when followed by the indicative mood suffix -ca. 

(14) ma-j-u-jui 
PAST-2-be-2pl 
'you were' 

(I5) j-u-jai-ca 
2-be-2pl-IND 
'you are' 

Verbs with a bipartite theme, the first part of which is vowel-initial, cross-reference the person 
and number of the sub/ect b~ means of sing~e markers inserted between the two component~ of their 
theme (see table 14).5 Constder the followmg forms from Bl (sec. 22): o-rr.-eba-ca 'I advtse', o-J.
eba-ca 'you advise'; o-rr.-acaa-ca 'l think', o-J.-acaa-ca 'you think'; anu-r{d-eba-ca 'I fill', anu-J.
eba-ca 'you fill'. 

The same cross-referencing prefixes are also added between the two parts of bipartite themes 
when the first is consonant-initial and the second vowel-initial; but in this case, the subject of the 
verb is also cross-referenced with a suffix immediately contiguous to the second-position element 
of the theme (see again table I4).52 Note these forms from BI (sec. 22): cula-~atu-rra-ca 'I look 
for' , cula-J.-atu-J.g_-ca 'you look for'. 

A suffix as the only element that cross-references to the subject can be found in verbs without a 
bipartite theme that have a consonant-initial stem (see table I3), such as the following: be-r.m-ca ' I 
look for'/ 3 b{e}-J.g_[a]-<:a 'you look for' (BI); cofa-J.g_-nuto 'call us' (82); sadiami lsa-0-dianul 

50 Also, in the alternate form r-u-dia-mai-anu, the first-person plural marker and the mood marker (here 
discontinuous) do not follow their usual order. 

" "Oltre Ia conjugazione posta, cbe fa variare le persone nella prima sillaba, ... sono altre conjugazioni, 
che chiamero accidentalmente diverse; perche esse si distinguono dalla esposta nel variarsi le persone nella 
seconda, o terza sillaba" (B I, sec. 22). 

s2 "Altre conjugazioni hanno due variazioni in ogni persona" (B I, sec. 22). 
sJ "I verbi, che si conjugano pel verbo berraca cerco ... si differenzano [sic] notabilmente dalle altre 

conjugazioni" (BI, sec. 22). 
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' may slhe do' (82); roleabidaju lrolea-bi-ida-jul ' m~y they assail you' (84) (cf. also Lolaca or 

Atabaca nanaa-Qi.-ca 'they cover wtth earth (or guard) [84]). 

3.7.1.3 Non-kernel affixes 

3.7.1.3.1 Tense 

Tense markers are the leftmost prefixes that occur in the active verb. They distinguish between 

' past' and 'future'. 

rna- 'past' 

(16) 

(I7) 

ai asidi ma-rrijubi 
excl. of grief PAST-die 
'Alas! S/he died. Alas!'

54 

ai asidi 
excl. of grief 

day 
what 

dianu obay 
?? ?? 

refolajuy 
?? 

theo-da 
sun-TOP 

ma-fa(a)-rra 

futuit aja-duca may 
ftre ?thing-DEM.PR SO 

PAST-say-lsg . . . I 'd" 
'When will you believe me? The sun, thts ?thmg IS fire. So sat 

fa- 'future' 

( 18) Dios6 fa-usuca-ju 8abi-ca uju ma-afoca ubad-ola-n(u){t}6 maydairu 
God FUT-pay-2 father-voc you ??-ABL rational.bei~g-PL-1 ~I ~!ready 

(19) 

'God will pay you, Father! Through your??, we are already ratiOnal bemgs 

{B}abi-ca fa-j-iju futuit-fu rufay . fafole-ju 
father-VOC FUT-2-die fire-INSTR ?mflammahon bum-2 
'Father! You will die. Bum the ?inflammation with the fire!' 

3.7.1.3.2 Negation 

See §4.3.1.1. 

3.7.1.3.3 Mood 

There are at least four overt suffixes referring to mood among the inflectional elements of the active 

verb. 

-ca ' indicative' 

(20) r-anu-ca tucu-ia 
I-go-IND house-DtR 
' I go to the house' 

s• A funeral lamentation. 
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(21) tugaday tugaday San Ignacio ausu-ca-{n}ut6 day 
true true Saint Ignatius help-IND-1 pi what/how 
'True! True! Saint Ignatius helped us. How did this happen?' 

dia-que 
??-INT 

A verb in the indicative makes a statement without any particular overtones. 

-idaodda (co-allomorph -idodda after -mai 'I pi') 'conditional' 55 

(22) r-u-ida6dda 
1-be-COND 
'if! were' 

(23) rumaid6dda !r-u-mai-id6dda! 
1-be-1 pl-COND 
'if we were' 

-dianu (and various grammatically determined co-allomorphs) 'purposive/optative'56 

(24) 

(25) 

r-u-dianu 
1-be-PURP 
'to be me' 

uju ojaca 
you will 

sa-dianu 
make-OPT 

oa{nu) mai 
as so 

umena-{nu} uj u 
earth-LOC you 

aja(b )o-nu farrocafada 
country-LOC moreover 

'Your will, as on earth, in your country may moreover be done (lit. s/he do)' 

Within the lexical verb 'be', note that in Bl (and also in appendix A), -dia and the discontinuous 
allomorph -dia -anu occur in first person plural (r-u-dia-nuto - r-u-dia-mai-anu), -ianu and 
-iadiaml in second person plural (jujuianu li-u-jui-ianu!-Jujuiadianu [j-u-jui-iadianu!), while -diaml 
can be found in all other persons. Within the auxiliary 'be' (see §4.3.1.1), the optative/purposive 
marker is -nuda in first-person plural (r-u-mai-nuda), -nuian (-nuianu presumably, since syllable 
structure in Betoi is (C)V(V) [§2.4] and all the other co-allomorphs end in ['nu]) in second person 
plural (j-u-jui-nuian(u)), and -ianu elsewhere. 

-ometzl 'prohibitive' (cf -orne 'negative') 

(26) jujuometti [j-u-jui-ometu! 
2-die-2pl-PROH 
'don't be (pl.)' 

(27) j-itebometti memelu 0-olea-nuto 
2-permit:PROH devil 3-deceive-1 pi 
'Don't pennit the devil to deceive us' 

" Regarding the verb fonns inflected with -ida6dda - -id6dda, 8 I (sec. 12) contains this short 
co~e~t: "[i]n tulle le persone s 'intendono queste condizionali ~. conciossiach¢, ~ Dio volesse ... ". 

. Gerundio, che serve in luogo dell ' infinito, del supino, e de' gerundj attivi della lingua Latina" 
accordmg to Padilla (8 I, sec. 12). 
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The imperative mood suffix is "zero". 

(28) uju ajabo-ia cofa-ja-0-nuto 
you country-DIR call-2sg-tMP-1 pi 
'Call us to your country' 

(29) raufis {u}ca fofei j-usuca-0-nuto 
we bad 2-forgive-IMP-lpl 
'Forgive us our bad (things)' 

Both positive and negative imperatives occur only in the second person, singular and plural (see 
appendix A). 

3.7.1.3.4 Aspect 

Only one suffix seems to function aspectually to indicate action in process (30, 49). It is -ida and 
can tentatively be glossed 'imperfective'.

57 

(30) Situfa 
mad a gena nefec-6la58 fa! a {b} idaju59 !fala-bi-ida-ju! 
what parent-PL say-3pl-tMPRF-2 
'What are the parents saying to you?' 

It is possible that a suffix of identical shape was used for wishes (in place of -dia~u and co
allomorphs and, apparently, in agreement with what is expressed in B I and quoted here m no~e. 57). 
There is, however, inadequate evidence (only the following sentence ~X) to confirm thts supposttton. 

(31) maydaytu irruqui roleabidaju lrolea-bi-ida-jui 
soon ants assail-3pl-??-2 
'May the ants assail you soon' 

3.7.1 .3.5 Direct or dative object person markers 

The person of the direct or dative object is coded in the active verb by means of the appropriate 
suffix, as shown in table 11. 

(32) edasu ucasu fa-rr-usuca-ju 
next year FUT -1-pay-2 
'Next year, I will pay you' (ucasu [read ucasu] = 'Pleiades, year'] 

(33) fa-j-inefa-0 du 
FUT -2-take.care.of-3 ?? 
'Will you take care of her (your wife)?'

61 

57 According to Padilla, verbs with -ida are marked for "(m]odo congiontivo, o piuttosto Gerundio, che 
serve da modo congiontivo" (81, sec. 12). 

58 Read nefecolti. 
' 9 Readfalabidaju, with the stress on the final suffix. . . . 
60 An imprecation reflecting the Betoi belief that ants eat a human corpse once tt ts buned. 
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If the direct or dative object is a first person, a distinction of number (singular plural) is always 
made. ' 

(34) day raaquirra-bi-ca-rrU romu robaniabarro-rraa-ca-ju 

because steal-3pl-JND-l sg maize ??-1 sg-JND-2 

'Because they steal the maize from me (lit. to me), I must beat you• 62 

(35) Lolaca or Atabaca 

day-que teo cejo aj6 rijubi-ca-n(u)to 

how-JNT moon ?? ?? die-JND-lpl 

'The moon ?? dies on us (lit. to us), doesn't it?' (Gumilla: 'Don't you see how the 
moon is dying on us?') 

3.7.1.3.6 Subordinate forms in complement clauses? 

Whe~ affirmative active verbs are used as the predicate of a complement clause in the object 

functt~n, they seem to have reduced affixation possibilities compared with the finite forms, their 

mflectl~nal _element~ appeanng only as markers cross-referencing the subject and markers 

expressmg dtrect/datlve object person (see [27] and the analogous construction in [88]). 

3.7.2 Stative verbs 

As mentio?ed earlier, the class of sem~tically stative verbs can as a rule be formally identified by 

the mflectJOnal affixes they take, spectfically, markers of subject person and markers of subject 

number. Usually, m fa~t,_ a stem that can express either an event or an action can also be used to 

descnbe a stat~3or conditiOn wtthout the addition of any affix (see -iju and babasa- in the examples 
whtch follow). 

(36) a. r-iju-ca 
1-die-IND 
'I die' 

b. rijoirru lr-iju-oi-rn11 
1-be.dead-SG:M-1 sg 
'I am dead (m.)' 

(3 7) a. babasa-ca 
advise-!NO 

's/he advises' 

t. 
6

1
' A wedding formula pronounced by the father of the bride to his new son-in-law (81) is its conven 

rona answer. · -
62 N . h 

~ ~tree t at day r66quirra-bi-ca-rril romtl is translated by Gumilla 'because you (pi) steal the maize 

1ro~ m~ (see append1x B). For the second verb fom1 in the sentence, roba-rr-iabarra-rad-ca-ju {??-1-??-
sg ~~~. 2} 1s a plaus1ble, complete morpherruc analysis (see §3 .7.1.2.2). 

rimitivi;' . . comunememe d? tutti i verbi provengono nomi aggettivi che s'inflettono uniti a pronomi 

~rammatic~~:ke~::/9) . (Statlves are placed m the category of "noun adjectives" in Hervas y Panduro's 

(37) b. babasoirn1 lbabasa-oi-rn11 
be. one. who.gi ves.advice-SG:M-1 sg 
'I am one who gives advice (m.)' 
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Occasionally, however, the class membership of a stative verb is also shown by the occurrence 

of -aj (apparently a verbalizing suffix; see §3.7.5) at the end of the stem, as in mamigj-6 'she is 

good' ('buona' in 81, sec. 6) and dusucagj-oi 'he is pitiful' ('pietoso' in 81, sec. 7). 

In some of the statives (probably most), a stem alone defines the principal meaning: rijoirrzl 

lr-iju-oi-rn11 'I am dead (m.)',jijoiju [j-iju-oi-jul 'you are dead (m.)', etc. In other cases, as in active 

verbs, two distinct constituents are likely to convey the principal meaning: robairromu(c)aajoirru 

lr-obai-rr-omucaaj-oi-rn1164 'I am obedient (m.)', jobaijomu(c)aajoiju [j-obai-j-omucaaj-oi-jill 'you 

are obedient (m.)', etc. Just as in active verbs, these two elements do not occur contiguously, but are 

separated by a subject person marker. (The element to the right of the inflectional morpheme 

consists or may consist of a verb stem, as the presence of -aj in robairromu(c)aajoirru and 

jobaijomu(c)aajoiju suggests). 
Table 16 is a "template" of the structure ofstatives with a (perhaps) complete inventory of the 

inflectional components. 

Table 16. Stative verb matrix 

Person of First part of Person of STEM or Second Number of Person of 

subject THEME subject part of THEME subject subject 

r- r-lrr- -oi -rnl 

'I' 'I' 'SG:M ' 'lsg' 

j- j- -6 -nut6 

'2 ' '2' 'SG:F' 'I pi' 

0 0 -ajoi- -aje -Ju 
'3' '3' 'SG:N' '2' 

-o/6 - -olada 0 
'PL' '3' 

The subject person suffixes are the same forms which mark direct/dative object person in active 

verbs. Singular number suffixes are portmanteau morphs indexing subject gender. Due to the 

paucity of data, the linguistic contexts of the variation -ajoi - -aje 'SG:N' and -o/0 - -olada 'PL' 

carmot be recovered. 
The following co-occurrences between members of the six positional classes ofstatives (shown 

in table 16} have been noted: (i) consonant-initial stem, number of subject, person of subject; (ii) 

person of subject, vowel-initial stem, number of subject, person of subject; (iii) person of subject, 

first-position element of the theme, person of subject, second-position element of the theme, number of 

subject; (iv) person of subject, first-position element of the theme, person of subject, second-position 

element of the theme (in -af), number of subject, person of subject. Given below are forms from 81 

(sees. 6, 10, and 19) for -iju 'be dead' , mamiaj- 'be good', ijuca- -uma 'be dismayed' (or, perhaps, 

'be astonished'; Italian 'essere sbigottito'), and obai- -omucaaj- 'be obedient', exemplifYing the 

four types of combinations observed within verbs of this type. 

64 Separated orthographically, a morph obay can be observed in two practically intractable constructions 

from 84: the interrogative sentences in examples (17) and (89). 
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(l) mamiaj-oi-0 [sic] 'he is good', mamiaj-6-0 'she is good' , mamiaj-aje-0 'it is good', 

mamiaj-olada-0 'they are good' . 

(il) rijoirru jr-iju-oi-rrU/ 'I am dead (m.)',jijoij1l U-iju-oi-juj 'you are dead (m.)', ijoi /0-iju

oi-0/ 'he is dead', rijolanuto /r-iju-ola-nutoj 'we are dead',jij[u]olajlt U-iju-ola-juj 'you are 

dead', ij{u]ola /0-iju-ola-0/ 'they are dead'. 

(iii) rijucarrumoi /r-ijuca-rr-uma-oil ' I am dismayed (m.)', rijucarrumo jr-ijuca-rr-uma-6/ 

'I am dismayed (f.)', r-ijuca-rr-uma-ajoi 'I am dismayed (n.)', jijucajumo{ [sic] U-ijuca-j

uma-oij 'you are dismayed (m.)', ijucaumoi /0-ijuca-0-uma-oil 'he is dismayed', 

rijucarrumolada lr-ijuca-rr-uma-oladal 'we are dismayed', jijucaO)umola U-ijuca-j-uma
olal 'you are dismayed' . 

(iv) r-obai-rr-omu(c)aaj-oi-rnl 'I am obedient (m.)', r-obai-rr-omucaaj-o{r}(f)u 'I am 

obedient (f.)', j-obai-j-omu(c)aaj-oi-ju 'you are obedient (m.)', 0-obai-0-omucaaj-oi-0 

'he is obedient', 0-obai-0-omucaaj-(aj)oi-0 'it is obedient', r-obai-rr-omucaaj-ola-nuto 

'we are obedient' ,j-obai-j-omu(ca)aj-ola-ju 'you are obedient', 0-obai-0-omucaaj-o/a-0 
'they are obedient'. 

3.7.3 Copular verbs 

Subsumed under this category are aj- 'be', employed in clauses denoting location (see §4.4.1.4), 

and ref-- re- ' be not', also used as auxiliary of negation with statives (see [38]). 

(38) rijoi(rrU) jr-iju-oi-rrU/ 
1-be.dead-sG:M-1 sg 
'I am not dead ' 

ref-oi-rru 
be. not -SG-1 sg 

These two verbs are conjugated by means of the suffixation of a marker of subject number, -oi 'SG' 

or -ota 'Pl', and a marker of subject person (selected from the same set of elements used for the 

agreement with subject person in stative verbs), occurring in this order.65 

aj-oi-rro 'I am', aj-oi-ju 'you are', aj-oi-0 'slhe is', aj-ola-nuto 'we are', aj-ola-ju 'you 
are', aj-{o}la-0 'they are' 

ref-oi-rru 'I am not', ref-oi-jlt 'you are not', ref-oi-0 'slhe is not', re-ola-nuto ' we are 

not', re-ola-ju 'you are not', re-ola-0 'they are not' 

Stem suppletion ref-- re- is a supplementary exponent of number, as these examples show. 

3.7.4 Impersonal verbs 

In all probability, Betoi also has impersonal verbs referring to a generalized subject. Two of them 

(viz. the attested ones) are found in the examples that follow. 66 

65 

"Questi verbi non hanno altri esempi ... Non si sono espresse le persone nel presente di ajoirru e di 

I!<fui.m!, perche vi si esprime Ia !oro distinzione: tuttavia le persone si mettono qualche volta; e cosi dicesi 
per ~empio ujurrou [ujurrola] ajolaju voi siete: yarola ~ quelli non sono" (BI, sec. 15). 

"Per esempio io so, che si dicono le seguenti espressioni: non si fa questo, M ebamuaje: ... non si 

parla: faareaje ... e cosi potro mettere espressioni di verbi passivi affermativi, e negativi; rna non potro 

(39) ije eba-mu-aje 
this.n make-NEG-IMPRS 
'One does not do this' 

( 40) faa-re-aje 
speak-NEG-IMPRS 
'One does not speak' 
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These verbs differ from the other types of verb by having the suffix -aje after a special negative 

marker: -mu (cf. the negator -orne of active verbs) or -re (cf. the copular verb stem ref-- re- 'not 

be').67 

3. 7.5 Stem derivation 

A suffix of the shape -a was probably used to derive verb ~terns from nominal roots: umu~os,o 

'h d' ucurro 'finger' -umua 'give'. The suffix -aj (remimscent of the copular verb stem be) 
an , urn , - 'b d' 

is a verbalizer (at least of adverbs) found with statives: mam{ 'well', mamigj_- e goo · 

3.8 Adverbs 

Adverbs modify adjectives (see §3.4), verbs (as in [81]~ or entir~ clauses (as i~ [18]). :hey indicate 

intensity (as in [80]), manner (as in (17) and [81]), lime (as m [82]), !~calion (as tn [84]), and 

presumably other notions. Most of them appear with no mo~hology ~t all m the extant data. A few 

forms however exist in our material that derive or m1ght denve from a~other adverb _by 

suffix~tion: ma;da-itu 'soon, already' and maida-casi :now', apparently o~tame_d ,from ~~ida 
'today', and dia-tu 'from where', formed by adding a spec1al ablative marker -tu to dw where. 

3.9 Conjunctions 

d h . . t 69 
ibutu 'and' conjoins clauses (see §4.6.1) an t e1r constttuen s. 

(41) oyula-nuto ub {o)-ia ibutu 
??-1pl above-DIR and 
'??us upwards and on earth' 

umena-nu 
earth-LOC 

tlita 'but' is employed exclusively for clause coordination in our corpus (see §4.6.1 ). day _' because' 

(homonymous with day 'what, how, ?how much')~ afoca 'because' (§3 .1 :2), and oanu _'~s', a~e 

b d. 1· ( ee §4 6 2 3) The latter in combmat10n w1th the demonstrative adverb mm so , IS su or ma mg s . . . . , 
used for linking NPs as well (see example [ 43 ]). 

dame 1e regole precise. Spiego gli esempj, che ho addotto: M questo. ebamuaje non 1:: . . . faareaje parlarc 

non c'l:" (BJ , sec. 1). . . 
6
7 Actually, as we have seen in the preceding subsectwn, a suffix -aJe, an uncommon allomorph of the 

indicator 'SG:N ', also occurs in one of the statJve verbs m the data. . . 
68 The suffix -tu (homophonous wilh 1he accusatJve case marker wh1ch we _met w1th nouns and personal 

pronouns) can also be observed in tolitu 'from inside' (probably a _ pos~postllon) m our ~ata., 
69 "La parola jbutu serve ancora di conjunzione copo1atJva [s1c] dt due norru, verbt &c. (B I, sec. 24). 
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3.10 Particles 

Particles are divided into two classes on the basis of whether they constitute meaningful utterances 
on their own or not. Those that do not, serving as one of the immediate constituents of clauses, 
include an interrogative marker and an element functioning at the discourse level (see below 
§3.10.1 - 2). Those particles that stand on their own comprise a range of exclamatory words, some of 
which are listed in §4.4.4. 

3.10.1 Interrogative particle 

The optional (so it seems) question-clitic -que, which cliticizes to the predicate both in WH- and 
neutral yes/no-questions, marks interrogativity (see §4.4.2.1 and §4.4.2.2.1 ). 

3.10.2 Discourse connective 

The particle farrocafeda or farrocafada 'moreover' links sentences in texts to form a coherent 
whole. 

(42) {u}ju ayab{o-nu} y-anea-ca-nuto uyu ajaca farrocofeda ufisuca70 sa-dianu 
you country-LOC 2-??-IND-1 pi you will moreover ?? do-oPT 

oyula-nuto ub { o} -ia ibutu umena-nu maida dalusianu babi farrocofeda 
??-I pi above-DIR and earth-LOC today ?? father moreover 

y-umua-nuto ibutu y-usuca-nuto raufisuca fofey raufisuca farrocofeda 
2-give-lpl and 2-forgivt}- I pi we bad we moreover 

ed-olatu maibaibi r-usuca-mai-ca 
other-PL ?? 1-forgive-lpi-IND 
'??us in your land. Your will moreover may?? do.?? us above and on earth. Today, 
Father, moreover give us the?? and forgive us our bad (things). We moreover forgive 
the ?? of others' 

(43) uju ajabo-ia cofa-ja-nuto uju ojaca71 oa{nu} mai umena-{nu} uju 
you country-DIR call-2sg-l pi you will as so earth-LOC you 

aja(b)o-nu farrocafada sa-dianu 
country-LOC moreover make-OPT 
'Call us at your land. Your will, as on earth, in your country may moreover be done 
(lit. s/he do)' 

70 In appearance an error for raufisuca 'we' , but the fact that the adjacent verb sadianu is not inflected in 
the ftrst person plural contradicts tifisuca in this interpretation. 

71 The same word appears written ajaca in B3 (see example [42]). There is no way of knowing whether 
ojaca or ajaca is its precise form. 

4 Syntax 

Only elementary observations can be made about Betoi syntax from the few sentences and isolated 

phrases that are available. 

4.1 Noun phrases 

Noun phrases function as subjects, direct objects, predicates, ~pular co~~lement~, argu=s~~~ ~; 
adpositions and adjuncts. They can be descriptive, demonstrative, quantlfymg, an poss • 
illustrated by the following examples, or simply subsume bare nouns and pronouns. 

Descriptive (adjective - noun) 
( 44) edasu ucasu 

next year . , . , 
'next year' (ucasu [read ucasu] = Pletades, year) 

Descriptive (noun - adjective) 
(45) duiji ijenuma

72 

needs daily 
'daily needs (requirements)' 

Demonstrative 
( 46) cusi-duca 

bird-DEM.PR 
'this bird ' 

Quantifying 
(47) bage-numa fofei 

so-all bad 
'every bad (thing)' 

Possessive 
(48) sorroy umucos6 

monkey hand 
' hand of monkey' (i .e. 'polypody' , a k.o. fern) 

71 The final sequence numa may be the stem 'all ' (see §3.5). 
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4.2 Postpositional phrases 

In addition to case suffixes, Betoi has postpositions (or words in a postpositional function) used or 
usable in one of the local cases. 

( 49) raufisuca Babi teo ubo-nu j-u-ida 
we father sun above-LOC73 2-be-!MPERF 
'Our Father! You are above the sun' 

4.3 Verb phrases 

Verb phrases in our material are made up of a single verb or of a main verb followed by an inflected 
auxiliary. 

4.3.1 Auxiliary verb phrases 

There are two subtypes of auxiliary verb phrases. One subtype, involving only active verbs, has a 
negated verb and -u ('be' as lexical verb) as its second member. The other subtype consists of a 
stative verb and the copula ref - re- 'not be' in second position. 

4.3.1.1 Selection of the auxiliary -u 

Active verbs with the negator -orne, as we noted in §3 .7.1.1 , do not accept affixes that mark tense, 
mood, or aspect. The only way to express the values indicated by these formatives is with the 
verb -u, in the affirmative, with the appropriate inflection. 74 

(50) r-u-ome ma-rr-u 
1-be-NEG PAST-1-be 
' I was not ' 

(51) rijome lr-iju-omel r-u-ca 
1-die-NEG 1-be-!ND 
'I do not die' 

(52) rijome lr-iju-omel r-u-ida6dda 
1-die-NEG 1-be-COND 
' if I did not die' 

Note, however, that -u in the declarative never occurs after -u as main verb (compare [53] and [50]) 
and that the same auxthary ts probably not obligatory with other verbs (see [54] below). 

~3 Note that ~bo can also be used without an argument in the locative as an adverb referring to a high 
locahon (as such tt ts glossed "su" in B I) and in the directional as an adverb referring to movement upwards 
as indicated by ( 41 ). ' 

. 
74 Negated a~tive verbs never occur with a following auxiliary in the imperative because the imperative 

has tis own ncgattve form expressed morphologically, the prohibitive, as we saw in §3.7.1.3.3:j-u-0 (2-be
IMP} ' be (sg.)',j-u-ometzl {2-be-PROH} 'do not be (sg.)' (B1 , sees. 12 and 13). 

(53) r-u-ome 
1-be-NEG 
'I am not' 

(54) Situfa 
ebarnuca day falab6melu lfala-bi-ome-lul gotu-bi-ca 
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no because say-3pi-NEG-1 sg drink-3pl-1ND 
'Nothing, because they are not speaking to me. They drink' (said as reply to [30]) 

Finally, it should be observed that the verb -u followed by the auxiliary -u is never marked for 
number in first person (55), and that number in these circumstances, at least in the extant data, is 
also not expressed in the third person if the auxiliary is in the purposive/optative (56) nor in second 
or third person if the auxiliary is in the conditional (57, 58). 

(55) r-u-ome ma-rr-u-mai 
PAST-1-be-1 pi 1-be-NEG 

'we were not ' 

(56) u-ome ubianu 10-u-bi-ianul 
be-NEG 3-be-3pl-PURP 
'not to be they' 

(57) j-u-ome jujuida6dda u-u-jui-ida6ddal 
2-be-2pl-COND 2-be-NEG 

'if you were not' 

(58) u-ome ubida6dda 10-u-bi-ida6ddal 
be-NEG 3-be-3pi-COND 
'if they were not' 

4.3.1.2 Selection of auxiliary ref- - re-

As already indicated in §3.7.3, the copula ref - re- 'not be' is used with stative verbs as an 
auxiliary of negation (see also below §4.4.1 .3). 

4.4 Types of clauses 

Independent clauses, which are the subject of the following subsections, may be declarative, 
imperative, interrogative, or of other, minor types. A few dependent (subordinate) clause types are 
treated in §4.6.2. 

4.4.1 Declarative clauses 

These may be active, stative, copular, or impersonal. 
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4.4.1.1 Active 

Act~ve clauses have an active verb that may be accompanied by a tense/mood/aspect-bearing 

auxthaey as an exponent of predicate. The order of basic constituents in transitive constructions 

where subject and object NPs both occur, is subject-object-predicate. ' 

(59) raufisuca farrocofeda ed-olatu maibaibi 
we moreover other-PL ?? 
' We moreover forgive the?? of others' 

r-usuca-mai-ca 
1-forgive-1 pl-IND 

The only dep~rtures from the normal object-predicate ordering can be observed in (34) and (60), 

but these are hkely to be by syntactic calques from Spanish. (Observe the two versions of the same 

passage of the Lord's Prayer in (29), from B2, and (60), from 83.) 

(60) y-usuca-nuto raufisuca fofey 
2-forgive-lpl we bad 
'Forgive us our bad (things)' 

Negation of declarative active clauses is marked by means of the verbal suffix -orne 'negative' 
(table II}. 

4.4.1.2 Impersonal 

Impersonal clauses contain an impersonal ("generalized-personal") verb (§3.7.4). From the couple 

of examples at our disposal, the only possible observation concerning the constituent order of these 

clauses is that, if they contain a (free) direct object, the direct object comes before the predicate 
(39), as in transitive active clauses. 

. It has to be. noted . that the use of an impersonal verb is not the only way of expressing 

tmpersonal-genenc subject reference. Clauses with an active verb predicate inflected for third 

person singular lacking an overt subject constituent may in fact also have an impersonal reading in 
Betoi ( 43, 61 ). 

(61) sa-orne ma-u 
make-NEG PAST-be 
'One did not made' 

4.4.1.3 Statlve 

Stative clauses employ a stative verb (§3 .7.2). 

(62) mami-aj-6 
well-VBLZR-SG:F 
'She is good' 

Th~ negation of stative c~auses is accomplished by means of the copula (or auxiliary) ref- - re- ' be 

not postposed to the stattve verb (38) and the subject constituent if it occurs. 75 

1s B 
I states that personal pronouns in subject function precede the copula when used: " ... le persone si 

(~ettono qualche volta; e cosi dicesi per cscmpio ujurroil [sic] ajolaju voi siete: yarola rcola quelli non sono" 
I, sec. 15). --
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4.4.1.4 Copular 

Copular clauses are used to denote, at least, (A) identity, (B) equation, (C) attribution, and (D) 

location. Clauses of types A and B, with a nominal complement, and those of type C, with an 

adjectival complement, do not have an overt copula in the affirmative. They may simply consist of a 

predicate noun or adjective inflected for subject person by means of one of the suffixes which also 

function as indicators of direct/dative object person with active verbs and subject person with 

stative and copulae verbs (see tables 17 and 18). 

Table 17. Subject person inflection on a predicate noun 

lsg 
2sg 
3sg 
I pi 
2pl 
3pl 

humas-oi-rro 
humas-oi-ju 
humas-oi-0 
lwmas-ola-nuto 
humas-ola-ju 
humas-o/a-0 

' I am a man' 
'you are a man' 
'he is a man' 
'weare men' 
'you are men' 
'they are men' 

Table 18. Subject person inflection on a predicate adjective 

lsg 
2sg 
3sg 

fofei-rrU 
fofei-jtl 

fofei-0 

'I am bad' 
'you are bad' 
's/he is bad ·• 

' " e cosl seguitasi come si e detto di 

humasoirrjl" (B I, sec. 9). 

If an overt subject does occur in such verbless clauses, its position is after the predicate. 

(63) tugaday tugaday futuit aja-[cu]d{u}ca 
true true fire ?thing-DEM.PR 
'True! True! This ?thing (the sun) is fire . 

(64) durraba aja-duca 
?shameful ?thing-DEM.PR 
'This ?thing is ?shameful' 

On the other hand, affirmative copular clauses of location with a locative complement have the 

copula aj- 'be' after the complement.76 

(65) rau babi teo ubo-nu ay-oi-yu 11 

father sun above-LOC be-so-2sg 
'My father! You are above the sun' 

Negative copulae clauses apparently leave the complement unmarked for subject person followed 

by the negative copula ref- - re- ' be not'. 

76 Apparently, the active verb -u 'be' can also take a locative complement (see example (49]) . 
77 In the source attesting this example, 84, the grapheme <j> is replaced by <y> (table 6). 
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(66) culasa ref-oi-rru78 

wise be.not-SG- I sg 
'I am not wise' (i.e. I do not know) 

From the passage from Bl quoted in note 75, we deduce that the two copulas a)- 'be' and ref- re
'be not' are also put after the subject when it is overtly present. 

4.4.2 Interrogative clauses 

4.4.2.1 WH-questions 

WH-questions are formed by a clause-initial WH-word and the optional (so it seems) addition of the 
enclitic -que ' interrogative' to the predicate. 

(67) day faa-ca-que 
what say-IND-INT 
'What does it (the bird) say? ' 

(68) day ma-eba Dios6 
how PAST-make God 
'How did God make?' 

(69) Jirara 
day j-eba-ca Babi alabuqui aja-duca 
what 2-do-IND Father venom ?thing-DEM.PR 
'What do you doing? Father! This ?thing is venom ' 

WH-words occur as elements filling a range of functions including those of direct object (see 
day in [67]), manner adjunct (68), locative adjunct (see dia 'where'), and quantifier (see daito/a 
'how many' ). 

It is not clear from Gumilla's material if the placement of a WH-word that is not the subject of 
the question in front position is accompanied by subject-verb inversion, as in (13) and (68), or if 
subject and verb remain in their position, as in the Situfa example (30). It is possible, however, that 
the supplementary word order change of (13) and (68) is due to influence from Spanish-a lack of 
mastery of Betoi on the part of the missionary, in other words. 

4.4.2.2 Yes/no-questions 

Both neutral yes/no-questions, not expecting a particular answer, and leading yes/no-questions 
expecting an affirmative answer are attested. 

4.4.2.2.1 Neutral yes/no-questions 

Of the three neutral yes/no-questions that occur in the material at our disposal, two have the 
interrogative enclitic -que attached to the predicate (70b, 92) and one has the same grammatical 
form as a statement (33). 

78 Read refoirru. 

(70) a. ma-j-usa 
PAST-2-come 
'You came' 

b. ma-j-usa-que 
PAST-2-come-INT 
'Did you come?' 

4.4.2.2.2 Leading yes/no-questions 
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The two examples of leading yes/no-questions seeking confirmation that we have, o~e of which is 
really from the speech of the Lolaca or the Atabac~, are both e~pressed by placmg before an 
affirmative statement the tag-question marker dayque, composed, 11 seems, of the WH-word day 
'what, how, ?how much' and the interrogative enclitic -que (35, 89). 

4.4.3 Imperative clauses 

Active clauses are marked as imperative by special affixation in the verb: a zero morph for 
commands and -ometu for prohibitions (§3 .7.1.3.3). Imperatives occur in all probab1hty only m the 
second person, singular and plural (cf. the verb paradigms in appendix A). 

4.4.4 Minor clause-types 

Minor clauses-types include vocatives (§3 .1.5) and exclamations (e.g. [71-78]). 

(71) 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
(76) 
(77) 
(78) 

ebamuca 
tugaday 
day dia-que {what/how where-INT} 
ayaddi 
6dique81 

odija 
odifarraca 
ai asidi 

'No'79 

'True!' 
'How did this happen? '

80 

'expression of wonder' 
'expression of admiration' 
'expression of desire, uncertainty' 
'expression of fear' 
'expression of grief 

The response word ebamuca 'no ' has a double . function, ju~ging ~lso ~om one of the, tw,o 
Situfa sentences in our possession (example (54]). It IS used elhpttcally (just hke the Enghsh no) 
to negate a proposition, as in (79) in answer to the quest~on in (9~), and also (contrary to the ~nghsh 
' no') to negate a presupposition carried by a questiOn, as m (54}. (The speaker askmg th~ 
question- that we can find in (30)--presupposes that the parents are saymg somethmg. ebamuca 
negates this presupposition.) 

79 Apparently consisting of the verb stem -ebti 'make, do' , negator -mu of impersonal verbs (§3.7.4), 
and indicative marker -ca of active verbs (§3 .7. 1.3.3). 

80 Cf. the tag-question marker dayque (§4.4.2.2.2). . . . , . . , 
81 Probably read as odiqw!; the final que may be the enchttc -que mterrogattve . 
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(79) ebamuca 
no 

futuit ajaje 
fire ?thing:DEM.DIST 

tulu-cba-ca-nut6 
??-makc-IND-1 pi 

Dioso 
God 

abulu eba-du 
?? make-?? 

'No. ?That ?thing is fire. God ?? made ?it. It illuminates us' (said as reply to 
[92]; Gumilla: 'No, because it is fire that God created to illuminate us') 

Peripheral clause constituents 

Peripheral clause constituents consist of NPs, postpositional phrases, and adverbs which refer to 

time, location, direction, instrument, and other classes of information. The evidence for the order in 

which these marginal clements occur is minimal. Apparently, peripheral constituents that have only 

the predicate as their scope (adverbs of manner and degree in particular) are placed in pre-predicate 

position (17, 80, 81 ), while constituents that are clausal in their scope (e.g. temporal, locative, 

directional, and instrumental) seem not to have a fixed po ition. They can occupy initial position 
( 19, 28, 31 , 32, 82, 84) or be placed clause-finally (5, 18, 20, 83). 

(80) naisu dusucaaj-oi 
very be.pitiful-SG:M 
'He is very pitiful' 

(81) mami fa-rr-inefa du 
well FUT-1-take.care.of ?? 
'I will well take care of her (my wife)' 

(82) maida dalusianu babi farrocafada 

(83) 

today ?? father moreover 
'Today, Father, moreover give us the??' 

duiji ijenuma j-umua-nuto 
needs daily 2-give-1 pi 
'Give us today the daily needs' 

maidda 
today 

y-umua-nuto 
2-give-lpl 

Locative constituents, at least, cannot also occur at the periphery of the clause, as suggested by (85). 

(84) odija ubujenuma82 bola-numa 
EXCL everywhere PL-all 
'Oh! Everywhere, all revere you' 

omea-bi-ca-ju 
revere-3pl-JND-2 

(85) bola-numa ubujenuma omea-bi-ca-ju 
PL-all everywhere revere-3pl-JND-2 
' All everywhere revere you' 

82 See note 72. 
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4.6 Complex sentences 

A complex sentence is regarded here as a construction that contains more than one clause. ln Betoi, 

there are systems of linkage between clauses (see §4.6.1.) or dependence (of different types: 

nominal, adjectival, adverbial; see §4.6.2). 

4.6.1 Co-ordinate clauses 

Co-ordinate clauses are separated by the conjunction ibutu 'and' or uita 'but'. 

(86) 

(87) 

maida 
today 

dalusianu babi 
?? father 

raufisuca fofei 
we bad 

farrocafada 
moreover 

y-umua-nuto 
2-give-1 pi 

ibutu y-usuca-nuto 
and 2-forgive-1 pi 

'Today, Father, moreover give us the?? and forgive us our bad (things)' 

ibutu raufis{u}ca fofei j-usuca-nuto raufis { u} ca oanu iarola 

and we bad 2-forgive-lpl we as they 

fofej r-usu( ca)-mai-ca ib{u}tu j-itebomeru memelu olea-nuto 

bad 1-forgive-lpl-IND and 2-permit:PROH devil deceive- I pi 

uita bage-numa fofei cumi-ja-nuto 
but SG-all evil take.away-2sg- lpl 
' ... and forgive our bad (things), as we forgive their bad (things), and don't permit 

the devil to deceive us, but take away every bad (thing) from us' 

4.6.2 Subordinate clauses 

4.6.2.1 Complement clauses (nominal clauses) 

Betoi allows object complement clauses, as we may observe in (27) and in the following, analogous 

example from 83. 

(88) tu-ya-0 memelu 0-oloa-nuto83 

prevent-2-IMP devil 3-deceive-1 pi 
'Keep the devil from deceiving us' 

If these clauses occur with an affirmative active verb, the verb seems to be reduced to its lexical and 

pronominal components (§3 .7.1 .3.6). Their position is apparently after their superordinate clause. 

No examples of subject complement clauses are attested in our data. 

83 The verb stem 'deceive' in (27), from 82, is -olea. It is unclear which of the two forms is the correct 

one. 
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4.6.2.2 Relative clauses (adjectival clauses) 

All we know about relative clauses is that they were formed with relative pronouns that also 
functioned as interrogative pronouns (see note 41 ). 

4.6.2.3 Adverbial clauses 

Data are available for four kinds of adverbial clauses: causal clauses, protases of conditionals, 
purposive clauses, and simile clauses. 

(i) Causal clauses are expressed in two ways. They are marked with day in initial position (34) (cf. 
also the Situfa example in (54]) or with afoca in final position (6, 89) (cf. also the Lolaca or 
Atabaca example in (90]). 

(89) ayaddi 
EXCL 

Babi-ca day 
Father-voc how 

ma-eba Dios6 day-que ojabohi 
PAST-make God how-INT ancestor:PL 

obay reaje afoca arreacabi dusuque arri-bi-ca 
?? ?? because ?? ?? ??-3pl-IND 
'Oh! Father! How did God make? Because (my) ancestors ?? they ??, ?? ?don't 
they' 84 (said by a Betoi having realized that, according to Christian doctrine, his 
unconverted ancestors will eternally bum in the fires of Hell) 

(90) Lolaca or Atabaca 
futuit nanaa-bi-ca rijubi-ri afoca 
fire ?cover.with.earth-3pl-IND die-?? because 
'They (the women) cover with earth (or guard) the fire, because it dies' 

In both cases, they may be juxtaposed with the superordinate clause in an interchangeable sequence 
(compare examples (34] and [54) and examples (6] and [89]). 

(ii) Protases of conditionals and purposive clauses with an active predicate are marked, respectively, 
by the conditional and purposive/optative suffix in the predicate (see §3.7.1.3.3). 
(iii) Simile clauses are characterized by the presence of the conjunction oanu 'as' and follow, or 
may follow, their superordinate clause (87). 

4.7 Discourse phenomena 

The absence of spontaneous narrative texts obviously precludes the possibility of making systematic 
observations about discourse phenomena in Betoi. However, in the fragments of conversation 
contained in 84 and the two versions of the Lord's Prayer that are available, certain observations 
can be made, as described briefly in the three subsections that follow. 

84 
Gumilla: 'Oh my Father! How did God make this? Therefore did my ancestors get lost and are they burning because God did not send them Fathers who instruct them?'. Needless to say, there is little 

relationship between the Betoi sentence and the translation the missionary gives. 
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4.7.1 Anaphora 

One of the devices for expressing anaphora in discourse is deletion .. There i~ at least subject 
deletion, apparently rampant since subject person is m~ked on the pred1cate, be_ 1t verbal (to~eth: 
with subject number) or not. Once the subject had been mtroduced, m all probab1hty 1t was re err 
to anaphorically by deletion (see [79] and the Situfa examples [30] and [54]). .ll 

Anaphora is also expressed by ajaduca, 'this thing' ad sensum, and_ probably by the sh more 
semantically uncertain ajaje, as we may observe in (93) and (79), respectively. 

4. 7.2 Ellipsis 

In more general terms, it is possible to affirm that, in Betoi, both subject and predicate can be 
omitted whenever they are clear from the context (see for example (16), [67], and [91]). 

(91) ocu babi 
water Father . . . 'Water! Father!' (said in articulo mortis by a woman w1shmg to be baptized) 

4.7.3 Emphasis 

A statement may be emphasized by a vocative (§3.1 .5), an exclamat!on (which can also be iterated; 
see [16), [21), [63), and [84]), and/or the tag-question marker dayque (see [35) and (89]). 

4.7.4 Topic 

Although the unmarked situation with affirmative copular clauses expressing equatio~ is for th~ 
sub"ect to occur after the predicate as we saw in §4.4.1.4, the subject canals? be top1cahzed an mo~ed into initial position. The fronted subject is also marked by the s~ffix -da and sep~a~d fro: 
the rest of the clause by a pause if the interpretation of the comma m (92) _(conserve 

1 
hom: _e 

original source from which the example was taken) as an indication of an mtonauona rea IS 

correct. 

(92) theo-da, Dioso-que 
sun-TOP God-INT 
'The sun, is it God?' 

The above mentioned element ajaduca may occur in normal subject position. 

(93) theo-da futuit aja-duca 
sun-TOP fire ?thing-DEM 
'The sun, this ?thing is fire' 
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The two versions of the Lord's Prayer in 8etoi mentioned in § 1.2 are presented in this section as 
follows. Exact replicas of the text of the Lord's Prayer in 82 and 83 are presented, with the original 
Italian translation provided for the text from 82; next, the same texts are presented with morpheme 
boundaries marked, interlinear morpheme glosses, and an English translation (with a few gaps in 
the case of the Lord's Prayer from 83) under the morphemic analysis. 

5.1 Text 1 

Raufisuca 8abi teo ubonu juida. Odija ubujenuma bolanuma omeabicaju. Uju ajaboia cofajanuto. 
Uju ojaca oami85 mai umenami86 uju ajaonu87 farrocafada sadianu. Duiji i~enuma jumuanuto 
maidda. lbutu raufisuca fofei jusucanuto raufisaca oanu iarola fofej rusumaica8 ibitu89 jitebometu 
memelu oleanuto. Uita bagenuma fofei cumijanuto. Mamiaje.90 

Nostro Padre, del-sole piu essendo: o!-se-per-ventilra in-ogni-luogo tutti riveriamo-nome: a-tua
patria chiamaci: tuo vuoi [sic] come, cosi terra-in, tua patria-in cosi-ancora facciasi . ii-bisognevole 
quotidiano da-a-noi oggi: e nostre malvaggita [sic] perdonaci, noi come di-altri malvaggita [sic] 
perdoniamo: e non-permetti diavolo inganni-noi: rna da-tutta disgrazia libera-ci cosi-sia. 

(I} 

(2) 

raufisuca babi teo ubo-nu j-u-ida 
we father sun above-LOC 2-be-IMPERF 
' Our father! You are above the sun. Oh! Everywhere' 

bola-numa omea-bi-ca-ju uju 
PL-all revere-3pl-IND-2 you 
'all revere you. Call us to your country' 

ajabo-ia 
country-DIR 

odija 
EXCL 

ubujenuma 
everywhere 

cofa-ja-nuto 
call-2sg-l pi 

(3) uju ojaca oa{nu} mai umena-{nu} uju aja(b)o-nu farrocafada sa-dianu 
you will as so earth-LOC you country-LOC moreover make-OPT 
'Your will, as on earth, in your country moreover may be done (lit. may slhe do)' 

85 An error for oanu (or better oantl). 
86 

An error for umenanu (or better umenaml). 
87 

An error for ajabonu (or better ajaboml). 
88 

An error for rusucamaica (or better rusucamaica) . 89 
An error for ibutu (or better ibutu). 

90 Presumably, a haplographic error for mamiajaje. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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duiji ijenuma j-umua-nuto maidda ibutu raufis{u}ca 
needs daily 2-give-lpl today and we 

fofei 
bad 

j-usuca-nuto 
2-forgive-1 pi 

'Give us today the daily needs and forgive our bad (things)' 

raufis { u} ca oanu iarola fofej r-usu( ca)-mai-ca 
we as they bad 1-forgive-lpl-IND 

ib{u}tu j-itebometU 
and 2-permit:PROH 

'as we forgive their bad (things) and do not permit' 

meme1u olea-nuto uita bage-numa fofei cumi-ja-nuto 
devil deceive-! pi but so-all bad . take. away-~sg-1 pi , 
'the devil to deceive us, but take away all every bad thmg from us (ht. to us) 

(6) mami-aj-(aj)e 
weli-VBLZR-SG:N 
'It is good' 

5.2 Text 2 

Rau babi teo ubonu ayoiyu, bolanuma ubuyenuma omeabicayu: oyu
91 ayabei n~2 yaneacanuto: uyu 

ayaca farrocofeda ufisuca sadianu oyulanuto ubtia93 
ibutu umenanu. Matda dalustanu . b~b~ 

~ ti"'"a yumuanuto' ibutu yusucanuto raufisuca fofey, raufisuca farrocofeda edolatu matbatbt ,~co~ . ~ % 
rusucamaica: tuya memelu oloanuto:94 iusucanuto fofey usoanuto. Amen. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

rau babi teo ubo-nu 
I father sun above-LOC 
'My father! You are above the sun' 

ay-oi-yu 
be-so:M-2sg 

bola-numa ubuyenuma omea-bi-ca-yu {u}yu ayab{o-ia} 
PL-all everywhere revere-3pi-IND-2 you country-DIR 
'All, everywhere, revere you. You ?? us to your country' 

fi 97 d' uyu ayaca farrocofeda u suca sa- tanu 
you will moreover ?? make-OPT 
'Your will moreover may?? do.?? us above' 

oyula-nuto 
??-lpl 

ibutu umena-nu maida dalusianu babi farrocofeda 
and earth-LOC today ?? Father moreover 
'and on earth. Today, Father, moreover give us the??' 

y-anea-ca-nuto 
2-??-IND-lpl 

ub{o }-ia 
above-DIR 

y-umua-nuto 
2-give-lpl 

ibutu y-usuca-nuto raufisuca fofey raufisuca 
and 2-forgive-lpl we bad we. , 

farrocofeda 
moreover 

ed-olatu 
other-PL 

'and forgive us our bad (things). We moreover forgtve 

91 An error for uyu. 
92 An error for ayaboia. 
93 An error for uboia. 
94 See note 83. 
9' Here <i> stands for <y>, viz. [h] (see table 6). . . 
96 Apparently, an imperative verb form lacking cross-referencmg marking. 
97 See note 70. 
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(6) maibaibi r-usuca-mai-ca tu-ya memelu oloa-nuto 
?? 1-forgive-lpi-INo prevent-2 devil deceive-Jpl 
'the ?? of others. Keep the devil from deceiving us. Forgive us ' 

(7) fofey (y)-usoa-nuto amen 
bad 2-??-1 pi amen 
'?? us the bad (things). Amen' 

{y} -usuca-nuto 
2-forgi ve-l pi 

6 Word list 

The vast majority of the words found in the surviving 8etoi material have been included in the 
following list, the exceptions being forms of uncertain or obscure meaning. 

Orthographic variants are included when an item is attested with more than a single spelling. 
Inflected words are listed in their bare-stem form, where possible. The abbreviations indicating the 
sources of the items are those given in §I .2. 

6.2 Nouns 

6.2.1 Nature 

I. earth (soil) 

2. country 
3. sky 
4. sun 

5. moon 
6. star 
7. Pleiades 
8. wind 
9. lightning 
10. rain 
II. water 

12. Jake 
13. stone 
14. fire 
15. day 
16. month 
17. year 

6.2.2 Living beings 

18. 

19. 

living being (animal, rational 
being) 
man 

• dajibU 85 

• umena 82 
ajabo 82, 83 , 84, 85 
teo-tucu 85 (lit. 'house of the sun') cf. # 4, 57 

• teo 82, 83, theo 84 

• teo-umasoi 85 (lit. 'sun-man') cf. # 4, 19 
teo-ro [sic] 85 (lit. ' sun-woman') cf. # 4, 20 
silica 85 (cf. Carib siri:ko) 
ucasu 84, ocasu 8 I, 85 
fafuala 85 
buni 85 
ofacu 85 

• ocu 87 

• ocudzl 85 

• ocu/iba 84 
ocu 85 (= 'water') cf. # II 
inaki 85 
futui 85, filluil 84 
munita 85 
teo-ro 85 (='moon' ) cf. # 5 
ucasu 84, ocasu 8 I (=' Pleiades') cf. # 7 

ubad- 84, 85 (sg. ubadoi, pl. ubadola) 

humas- 81 , umas- 85 (sg. humasoi, pl. humasola ) 
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20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 
29. 
30. 

6.2.3 

31. 

32. 

33 . 

6.2.4 

34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
4!. 
42. 
43 . 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
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woman 
monkey 
jaguar 
bird 
duck 
hen 

k.o. mosquito 

fish 

ants (collective) 
cock 
honey 

Plants 

forest 

polypody (k.o. fern) 

maize 

Body 

body 
head 
hair 
forehead 
face 
eye 
nose 
mouth 
lip 
tooth 
tongue 
throat 
arm 
hand 
finger 
leg, foot 
thigh 

ro 8 I , 85 (pl. roducajami) 
sorroy 84 
uji 81 
cosiu 85, cusi [sic] 84 
cuivivi 84 
focara 84 (cf. Guahibo wakara:, Playero (Guahibo
an) wakara, Cuiba (Guahiboan) wtikara, Saliba 
aka/a, and Piaroa ahke?ra?) 
sumi 84 (" .. . animalitos, imperceptibles a Ia vista 
. . . los quales, despues de llenar el cuerpo de 
ronchas con sus mordeduras, cuando ya estan llenos 
de sangre, se perci ben con Ia vista, pero no se 
pueden arrancar, porque no alcanzan las uflas a 
poderlos prender; tan menudos son como esto" (B4, 
p. 408]) 
dujiduca 85 (duca may be the demonstrative 
enclitic ' this ' ) cf. # 79 
irruqui 84 
tote/e/6 84 
a/alaba 85 

• quaja 84 
• ucaca-ajabo 85 (ajabo = ' country' ) cf. # 2 
sorroy umucos6 84 (lit. 'hand of monkey ' ) cf. # 
47,21 

romu 84 (cf. Saliba3omo and PiaroaJia?muih) 

ejebosi 85 
osaca B I, 84, 85 
ubuca 85 
afuba 85 
afitca 85 
ufoniba 85 
iusaca 85 
afub6 85 
afube 85 
oxoki 85 
inecci 85 
emalafada 85 
dafuca 85 
umucos6 84, 86, umocoso 8 I , 85 
umucurru B5 
emoca 81 , 85 
uduba 85 

51. 
52. 
53 . 

6.2.5 

54. 
55 . 
56. 
57. 
58. 

59. 
60. 

6!. 
62. 
63 . 
64. 

6.2 

65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73 . 
74. 
75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 

6.3 

79. 

heart 
belly 
shoulder 

Human sphere 

father 
mother 
ancestor 
house 
road 

needs (requirements) 
spirit, devil 

God 
Father, missionary 
devil 
will 

Pronouns 

I 
you (sg.) 
he, she, it 
we 
you (pl.) 
they 
this one (m.) 
this one (f.) 
this one (n.) 
the same one 
who (sg. m.) (interrogative and 
relative) 
who (sg. f.) (interrogative and 
relative) 
what, which, that (sg. n.) 
(interrogative and relative) 
what 

ijiba 81 , 85 
utucu 85 
telisa 8 1, 85 
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babi 82, 83, 84, babbi (Gilij 1782:147) 
mama 85 
pl. ojabola 84 
tucu 8 I, 85 (pl. tucujana) 
mana 85 (cf. Saliba maana 'path' and Piaroa 
me?na? 'path') 
duiji 85 (='fish'?) cf. # 27 
memelu 82, 83, 84, 85 (85 gives memehl as the 
equivalent of"Dio" ['God'] and "anima" ['soul']) 
Dios6 84 (< Sp. Dios) 
Babi B4 (= 'father') cf. # 54 
memelu-fofei 85 (lit. 'bad spirit') cf. # 60, 82 
ojaca 85, ajaca 83 

rau 81,83 
uju 81 , 82, 83, 84 
yairi 81 
raujisucti 8 I , 82, 83 
ujurrola 81 
yarola B I, 82 
irri 81 
itl 81 
ije 81 
oanu 81 (= 'as') cf. # 152 
madoi Bl 

mado Bl 

majaduca Bl 

day 84 (='how, ?how much ' ) cf. # 93 , 147 

Demonstrative clitics? (see §3.3) 

this -ducti 84 
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6.4 Adjectives 

80. 
81. 
82. 
83 . 
84. 
85. 

white 
sweet 
bad 
wise, prudent 
other 
next, coming 

cocosiajo 85 
olisa 85 
fofei 81, 82, fofej 81 , fofey 83 
culasa 81 
ed- 81, 86 (sg. edoi, pl. edolatu) 
edasu 84 cf. # 84 

6.5 Numerals and other quantifiers 

86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 

6.6 

94. 
95. 

6.7 

96. 

97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
110. 

Ill. 
112. 
113. 

one 
two 
three 
four 
five 
many 
all 
how much 

edojojoi 8 I , 86 
edoi 81 (='other') cf # 84 
ibutu 81 , 86 (='and') cf. # 149 

ibu!U-edojojoi 86 (lit. 'and/three one') cf. # 86, 88 
rumucoso 86 (lit. 'my hand') cf. # 47 
maitola 81 

-numa 81 , 82, 83 (sg. bagenuma, pl. bolanuma) 
pl. daitolti 84 cf. # 78, 147 

Postpositions? (see §4.2) 

above 
inside 

Verbs 

advise 

assail 
bathe 
be (location verb(?) and auxi liary) 
be (copula) 
be dismayed (or astonished) 
be good 
be not (copula and auxiliary) 
be obedient 
be pitiful 
burn 
call 
come 
deceive 
die 

fill 
forgive 
give 

ubo 82, 83, 85 
toli 81 

• babasa- 81 

• o- -eba 81 (-eba ='make, do') cf. # 118 
rolea- 84 
do- 84 
-u 8 I, 82 (see §4.3.1.1) 
aj- 81,83 
ijuca- -uma 81 (Italian: 'essere sbigottito') 
mamiaj- 81,82 (mami = 'well') cf. # 141 
re- (sg.) - ref- (pl.) 81 (see §4.3.1.2) 
obai- -omucaaj- 81 
dusucaaj- 81 ?cf. # 112 
fafole- 84 
cofa- 82 
-usa 81, 84 
-olea 82, -oloa 83 
• -iju 81, 84 
• rijubi- 84 
anu- -eba 8 I (-eba ='make, do') cf. # 118 
-IISIICa 82, 83 (='pay') cf. # 120 
-umua 82 cf. # 47,48 

114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 

118. 

119. 
120. 
121. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
126. 
127. 
128. 

6.8 

129. 
130. 
131. 

132. 
133. 
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
138. 

139. 
140. 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145. 
146. 
147. 
148. 

6.9 

149. 
150. 
151. 
152. 

go 
help 
illuminate 
look for 

make, do 

must beat 
pay 
permit 
prevent 
revere 
speak, say 
steal 
take away 
take care of 
think 

Adverbs 

beforehand 
now 
soon, already 

afterwards, later 
yesterday 
today 
another time 
there 
down 
everywhere 

where 
from where 
well 
little by little 
casually 
so 
little, a bit 
sufficiently 
how 
very 

Word list 51 

-anu 81 , 84 
-ausu 84 
tulu- -eba 84 (-eba ='make, do') cf. # 118 

• be- 81 

• cula- -atu 8 I 
-ebti 81 , 84 
sa- 81, 82, 83 
I must beat you: robarriabarrarrtiticajzi 84 
-usuca 84 (=' forgive') cf.#ll2 
don't permit: jitebometu 82 cf. # 118 
tu- 83 
-omea 82,83 
faa- 81,84 
raaquirra- 84 
cumi- 82 
-inefa 84 
o- -acaa 81 

umarrti 8 1 
maidacasi B l (maida ' today') cf. # 134 
maydaytu 84, maydaitzi 84 (maida 'today') cf. # 

134 
lojenuma 8 I (numa may be the root 'all ') cf. # 92 

vita Bl 
maidda 82, maida 83 
jajamu 81 
fa 81 
umenanu 85 (='on earth') cf. # I 
ubujenuma 82,83 (numa may be the root 'all') cf. 

#92 
dia 81 
diatu 81 
mami 84 
caibanu 81 
foirreojanuda 8 I 
mai 82, may 84 
bijeasi 81 
fedanu 81 
day 84 (='what, ?how much') cf. # 78, 93 
naisu Bl 

Conjunctions, particles, etc. 

and 
but 
because 
as 

ibutu 81, 82, 83 
uita 82 
day 84 
oanu 82 (=' the same one') cf. # 74 
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153. 
154. 
155. 

156. 
157. 
158. 
159. 
160. 
161. 
162. 

163. 

no 
true! 
how did this happen? 

excl. of wonder 
excl. of admiration 
excl. of desire and uncertainty 
excl. offear 
excl. of grief 
interrogative marker 
tag-question marker 

moreover 

ebamuca 84 
tugaday 84 
day dia que B4 (day= 'what, how, ?how much' ; 
dia 'where', -que = 'interrogative') cf. # 78, 93, 
139, 147,161 
ayaddi 84 
6dique 81 (seenote81) 
odija 82,84 
odifarraca B I 
ai asidi B4 
-que 
dayque B4 (day = 'what, how, ?how much' ; -que= 
'interrogative') cf. # 78, 93, 147, 161 
farrocafada B2, farrocafeda 83 

Appendix A: Sample verb paradigms from 
81 

The paradigms given in this appendix are of the active verbs 'be' and 'die'. The fonns are presented 
exactly as they appear in the manuscript including the obvious errors made by Hervas y Panduro in 
copying them from the notes of the Betoi grammar supplied to him by Padilla. A form that exists 
but is not recorded in 8 I is signalled by a dash. The labels of the categories of tenseJmode/aspect 
and the glosses in Italian are the original ones. 

Forms for -u 'be'. 

2 
"PRETERITO PERFETTO" (PAST) 

Affinnative 
sg. mar~·u maju 

io fu [sic] tu fosti 
pl. marrumai [sic] majujui 

noi fummo voi foste 

Negative 
sg. ruome-marro juome-majrl 

io non fu [sic] tu non fosti 
pl. ruome-marrumai jejuome-majujui [sic] 

noi non&c. voi non&c. 

"FUTURO" (FUTURE) 

Affinnative 
sg. farro JaJu 

io sara tu sarai 
pl. farrumai fajujui 

noi saremo voi sarete 

Negative 
sg. ruomlfarro juonu!-fajrl 

non sara io non sarai tu 
pl. ruome-farrumai jujuome-fajuijui [sic] non 

non saremo noi sarete voi 

" PRESENTE DELL'INDICATIVO" (INDICATIVE) 

sg. 

pl. 

ntca 
io sono 
ntmaica 
noi siamo 

Affrrmative 
juca 
tu sci 
jrt}aica 
voi siete 

3 

mau 
quegli fu 
maubi 
quelli furono 

uome-marl 
quegli non fu 
ubome-maubi 
quelli non &c. 

fau 
quegli sara 
fa ubi 
quelli saranno 

uome-fau 
non sara quegli 
ubome-faubi 
non saranno quelli 

uca 
quegli e 
ubica 
quelli sono 
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Negative pl. ruome-rumaida jujuome-jujuida ubome-ibida [sic] 
sg. ruome juome uome non essendo noi non essendo voi non essendo quelli 

non sono io non sei tu none quegli 
pl. rumaome jujuome ubuome [sic] 

non siamo noi non siete voi non sono quelli Forms for -iju 'die'. 

"0TTATIVO" (CONDITIONAL) 2 3 
Affirmative "PRETERITO PERFETTO" (PAST) 

sg. ruidaodda juidaodda uidaOdda Affirmative 
io fossi tu fossi quegli fosse sg. marriju pl. rumaidodda jujuidaodda ubidaodda io mori [sic] 
noi fossimo voi foste quelli fossero pl. 

Negative Negative 
sg. nwme-ruidaodda juome-juidaOdda uome-uidaOdda sg. rijome marrn jijomemaju ijome mau 

non fossi io non fossi tu non fosse quegli io non mori [sic] pl. ruome-rumaidOdda juome-jujuidaOdda uome-ubidaOdda [sic] pl. rijumaome marrumai jijuome [sic] majujui ijubome maubi 
non fossimo noi non foste voi non fossero quelli 

"GERUNDIO" (PURPOSIVE/OPTATIVE) "FUTURO" (FUTURE) 
Affmnative Affirmative 

sg. rudianu judianu udianu sg. farrifu [sic] per essere io per essere tu per essere quegli io moriro [sic] pl. rudianuto - rudiamaiami jujuianu- jujuiadiami ubidianu pl. per essere noi per essere voi per essere q ueUi 

Negative 
Negative sg. rijomefarru (jijome) faju (ijome)fau 

sg. n;ome-ruianu juome-juianu uome-uianu non morir<) 
per non essere io per non essere tu per non essere quegli pl. 

pl. nwme-rumainuda jujuome-jujuinuian [sic] uome-ubianu 
per non essere noi per non essere voi per non essere quelli "PRESENTE DELL'INDICATIVO" (INDICATIVE) 

Affirmative 
"IMPERATIVO" (IMPERATIVE AND PROHIBITIVE) sg. rijuca jijuca ijuca 

Imperative io muojo tu muori quegli muore 
sg. ju pl. rijumaica ijujaicai [sic] ijubica 

sii tu, o sia tu noi mojamo [sic] voi morite quelli muojono 
pl. jujui 

siate voi Negative 
sg. rijome ruca jijomejuca ijome uca 

Prohibitive io non muojo 
sg. juometu pl. rijumaome nunaica jijuome [sic] jujaica ijubome ubica 

non sii tu 
pl. jujuometu "OTTATIVO" (CONDITIONAL) 

non siate voi Affirmative 

"CONGIONTIVO" (IMPERFECTIVE) 
Affirmative 

sg. 
pl. 

sg. ruida julda uida Negative 
essendo io essendo tu essendo quegli sg. rijome ruidaOdda pl. rwnaida jujuida ubida se io non morissi 
essendo noi essendo voi essendo quelli pl. 

Negative "GERUNDIO" (PURPOSIVE/OPTATIVE) 
sg. ruome-n;ida juome-juida uome-uida Affirmative 

non essendo io non essendo tu non essendo quegli sg. 
pl. 
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sg. rijome ruiami 
per non morire io 

pl. 

Negative 

"IMPERATIVO" (IMPERATIVE AND PROHIBITIVE) 
Imperative 

sg. 
pl. 

sg. 

pl. 

sg. 
pl. 

sg. rijome ruida 
non morendo io 

pl. 

Prohibitive 
Jijomeni [sic] 
non muori tu 
jijuomete [sic] 
non morite voi 

"CONGIONTIVO" (IMPERFECTIVE) 
Affirmative 

Negative 

Appendix B: Sources and original 
translations for examples (1 )-(93) 

(I) 81 :sec. 4 V ocalivo ... mia testa cio nos ha favorecido. 1,C6-

(2) 81 :sec. 4 Dativo . .. a mia testa mo es esto? 

(3) 81 :sec. 4 Ablativo ... da, in [sic] mia (22) 81 :sec. 12 io fossi 
testa (23) 81 :sec. 13 noi fossimo 

(4) 8l:sec. 23 a spalle (24) 81 :sec. 12 per essere io 

(5) 84:288 Padre mio, eehame el agua (25) 82 luo vuoi come, cos! terra-
del bautismo sobre mi ca- in, tua patria-in eosi-anco-

beza ra si faccia 

(6) 84:511 Nosotros nos vamos a los (26) 81 :sec. 13 non siate voi 
bosques porque ru te vas a (27) 82 non permetti diavolo ingan-

tu tierra ni-noi 

(7a) 81 :sec. 10 mia mano (28) 82 a-tua-patria chiamaci 

(7b) 8l:sec. 10 tua mano (29) 82 nostre malvaggita [sic] per-

(Sa) 81 :sec. 8 mia casa donaci 

(8b) 81 :sec. 8 tua casa (30) 84:299 1,Que cosa te estan dicien-

(9a) 8l:sec. 5 il tigre do tus parientes? 

(9b) 8l :sec. 5 la tigre (31) 84:170 jOjahl carguen contigo pre-

(lOa) 85:210 Sole sto las hormigas! 

85:192 Luna (32) 84:463 En las Cabrillas venideras 

(lOb) 85:178 Demonio tc pagare, de aqui a un aiio 

(II) 85 :174 Cielo te pagan~ 

(12) 81 :sec. 23 con voi (33) 84:466 <.La cuidaras? 

(13) 84:297 <.Que es lo que dice esto pa- (34) 84:299 Porque me hurtais el malz, 

jaro? os he de apalear 
(14) 81 :sec. 12 voi foste (35) 84:458 (.NO ves ... c6mo se nos 

(15) 8l :sec. l2 voi siete muere la luna? 

(16) 84:172 jAy de nosotros, que ya se (36a) 8l:sec. 18 iomuojo 

nos muri6! jAy de noso- (36b) 81 :sec. 19 iomorto 

tros! (37a) 8l:sec. l9 consigliare [sic] 
(17) 84:283-4 (.CUando acaben!is de (37b) 8l:sec. l9 io consiglio [sic] 

creerme? Ya os tengo di- (38) 8l :sec. 21 morto non sono 

cho que el sol no es sino (39) 81 :sec. 1 non si fa questo 

fuego (40) 81 :sec. I non si parla 

(18) 84:285 Dio te lo pagara, Padre, (41) 83 (translation not available) 

pues por tu medio vivimos (42) 83 (translation nol available) 

ya racionalmente (43) 82 a-tua-patria chiamaci tuo 

(19) 84:412 Padre mio, tu mueres sin vuoi come, eosl terra-in, tua 

falta; no hay mas remedio patria-in cosi-aneora faccia-

que dejarte quemar [Ia in- si 

flamaci6n?] (44) 84:463 en las Cabril las venideras 

(20) 81 :sec. 23 vado a casa ... de aqui a un ruio 

(21) 84:361 Verdad, verdad. San lgna- (45) 82 il-bisognevole quotidiano 
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(46) 
(47) 
(48) 

(49) 

(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 

(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 

(64) 

(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 

(69) 

(70a) 
(70b) 
(71) 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 

84:297 
82 
84:217 

82 

Bl:sec. l3 
81 :sec. 20 
Bl :sec. 20 
81 :sec. 13 
84:299 

Bl :sec. 13 
81 :sec. 13 
Bl :sec. 13 
Bl :sec. 13 
83 
83 
Bl :sec. I 
Bl :sec. 6 
84:284 

84:116 

83 
Bl :sec. I 
84:297 
84:284 

84:372 

Bl :sec. 8 
Bl :sec. 8 
84:283 
84:361 
84:361 
84:284 
Bl :sec. 24 

esto pajaro 
da-tutta disgrazia 
polipodio. Su !ronco es 
delgado y peludo, por lo 
cual le llaman los betoyes 
... brazo de mono 
Nostro Padre, del-sole piu
sopra essendo 
io non fu [sic) 
io non morl 
se io non morissi 
non sono io 
No me dicen cosa; ellos se 
estan bebiendo 
noi non [fummo] 
per non essere quelli 
non foste voi 
non fosse quegli 
(translation not available) 
(translation not available) 
non si fan\ 
buona [sic] 
es verdad, es verdad: fue
go es el sol [sic] 
No nos tapamos, porque 
nos da vergiienza [sic] 
(translation not available) 
non so come 
lOue es lo que nos dices? 
lC6mo ha hecho Dins es
to? 
lOue haces, Padre, que 
esas estan llenas de vene
no? 
vennisti [sic] 
vennisti? [sic] 
Noes 
Verdad 
iC6mo es esto? 
jAy! 
Interjezione di arnmirazio
ne ... quanto maraviglio
so 

(76) 

(77) 

(78) 

(79) 

(80) 
(81) 
(82) 
(83) 

(84) 

(85) 
(86) 
(87) 

(88) 
(89) 

(90) 

(91) 
(92) 
(93) 

82 
84:214 
Bl:sec. 24 

84:458 

84:283 

81 :sec. 7 
84:466 
83 
82 

82 

83 
83 
82 

83 
84:284 

84:458 

87:383 
84:283 
84:284 

lo-se-per-ventUra 
lOuien sabe? 
[Interjezione] di paura, e 
timore 
lNO ves como se nos mue
re Ia luna? 
No es, porque es fuego 
que Dios cri6 para alum
bramos 
piir, o mol to pietoso [sic] 
Muy [l·ic) bien Ia cuidare 
(translation not available) 
il-bisognevole quotidiano 
da-a-noi oggi 
o!-se-per-ventirra in-ogni
luogo tutti riveriarno-nome 
[sic] 
(translation not available) 
(translation not available) 
. . . e nostre malvaggjta 
[sic] perdonaci, noi come 
di-altri (sic) malvaggita 
[sic] perdoniamo: e non
permetti diavolo inganni
noi: rna da-tutta disgrazia 
libera-ci 
(translation not available) 
jAy, Padre min! iC6mo ha 
hecho Dins esto? lConque 
mis mayores se han perdi
do, y estan ardiendo por
que Dins no les envi6 Pa
dre que les enseilasen? 
Van a enterrar y 
guardar tizones de fuego, 
porque si Ia luna muere, 
todo el fuego muere con 
ella menos el que se es
conde de su vista [sic] 
agua Padre 
l EI sol es Dins? 
el sol no es sino fuego 
[sic] 
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Motapanyane 
I 03 Chamling K. Ebert 
104 Kodava (Dravidian) K. Ebert 
I 05 Romancs (Sinti) D. Holzinger 
I 06 Sepecides-Romani P. Cech & M.F. 

Heinsehink 
I 07 Burgenland-Romani D. W. Halwachs 
I 09 Karachay St. Seegmiller 
Ill Nivkh E. Gruzdeva 
11 4 Hittite S. Luraghi 
11 6 Songhay R. Nicolai & P. Zima 
117 Macedonian V.A. Friedman 
125 Czech L. Janda & Ch.E. Townsend 
127 Modern Hebrew 0. Schwarzwald 
129 Siciliano R. Bigalke 
130 Rata han N.P. Himmclmann & J.U. 

Wolff 
133 Tsakhur W. Schulze 
135 Late Cornish I. Wmffre 
136 Fyem D. Nettle 
137 Yingkarta A. Dench 
139 Svan K. Tuite 
141 Evenki N. Bulatova & L. Grenoble 
145 Russian E. Andrews 
147 Georgian M. Cherchi 
148 Serbo-Croatian S. Kordie 
152 Central Breton I. Wmffre 
155 Chagatay A. Bodrogligeti 
158 Vogul T. Riese 
159 Mandan Mauricio Mixco 
160 Upper Sorbian G. Schaarschmidt 
162 West Grcenlandic Jerrold M. Sadock 
165 Dagaarc A. Bodomo 
170 Tol Dennis Holt 
179 Toba H.E. Mane! is Klein 
180 Degema E.E. Kari 
183 Jaqaru M.J. Hardman 
184 Madurese W. D. Davies 



186 Enets A. Kiinnap 
190 Esperanto Ch. Gledhill 
192 Maipure Raoul Zamponi 
193 Kiliwa M. Mixco 
201 Irish Aidian Doyle 
207 Damana Maria Trillos Amaya 
208 Embera Daniel Aguirre 
209 Hiligaynon I llonggo Walter L. Spitz 
212 Udmurt Erbcrhard Winkler 
2 17 Latvian Nicole Nau 
242 Modern Scots Alexander T. Bergs 
25 I Xakas Gregory Anderson 
252 Old Saxon James E. Cathey 
258 Biri Angela Terrill 
261 Lingala Michael Mecuwis 
262 Klallam Timothy Montier 
268 Urak Lawoi' David Hogan 
278 lsleiio Spanish Felice Coles 
30 I Oneida C. Abboll 
302 Sapuan P. Jacq & P. Sidwell 
305 Ostyak I. Nikolaeva 
323 Santali Lukas Ncukom 
325 Pileni Ashild Nress 
328 Tobclo Gary Hollon 
329 Ogbronuagum E. Kari 
330 Old Nubian Gerald M. Browne 
333 Wolof Fallou Ngom 
338 Old Church Slavonic Boris 

Gasparov 
340 Kunming Chinese Ming Chao Gui 
34 I Warcmbori Mark Donohue 
344 Mandarin Chinese Hua Lin 
345 Chichewa Mayrene Bentley 
348 Persian Yavar Dchghani 
366 Pech Dennis Holt 
369 SundaneseFranz Miillcr-Gotama 

Gotama 
376 Mapudungun F. Ztuiiga 
380 Northern Talysh Wolfgang Schulze 
382 Danish Michal Hers lund 
384 Bagri Lakhan Gusain 
385 Shekhawati Lakhan Gusain 
386 Mewati Lakhan Gusain 
388 A Short Grammar ofTetun Dili 

Williams-van Klinken/Hajekl 
Nordlinger 

393 Polish Ronald Feldstein & Steven 
Franks 

401 Scottish Gaelic William Lamb 
411 The Bisu Language Xu Shixuan 
415 Rotuman Marit Vamarasi 
416 Ndebele Claire Bowem and Victoria 

Lotridge (eds.) 
417 Kazak Somfai David Kara 

418 Written Oirat Attila Rakos 
421 Low German Yaron Matras, & 

Gertrud Rcershcmius 
423 Kyrgyz Somfai David Kara 
426 Lakota Bruce Ingham 
428 Betoi Raoul Zarnponi 
429 Classical Mongolian Language 

Alice Sarkozi 
430 Modern Mohegan Julian Granberry 


